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It is a great pleasure to have the opportunity to write a
Congratulatory Message for the 60th Anniversary of
JEOL. This is a very significant milestone, dating as it
does from the establishment of Japan Electron Optics
Laboratory Co. Ltd. in Mitaka, Tokyo in 1949, and the
completion of the JEM-1 electron microscope. 

The relationship between scientific researchers and
instrument manufacturers is very important to science. In
the early days of optics, the instrument makers were
themselves the scientists (e.g. Leeuwenhoek, Hooke), and
to some extent this situation still holds today. But gener-
ally the complexity and cost of instruments now requires
collaboration between research laboratories and instru-
ment manufacturers if significant electron optical
advances are to be achieved. Each depends upon the
other for progress, and the closer the interaction, the more
rapid the progress. This is a relationship which is difficult
to sustain in a commercial environment, requiring trust
and mutual respect. JEOL has built up this relationship to
a remarkable level of sophistication. The flow of ideas
and skills between University laboratories and JEOL has
had a huge impact upon instrument development. JEOL
has listened to the needs of researchers, and has support-
ed development projects in their infancy, not altruistically
but with an understanding of the symbiotic benefits of
this relationship. Over the many years that I have had the
privilege and enjoyment of using JEOL microscopes, a
highlight has been jam sessions in the Board Room in
Tokyo or elsewhere, throwing around ideas and enjoying

the company and expertise of the JEOL engineers.  

Of course most of us know JEOL through the instrument
itself, and the real joy of the instrument is when it becomes
an extension of oneself. Ergonomically this was a challenge
with some of the early TEMs, where contortions that
seemed easy for the JEOL engineers seemed impossible for
some of us mere research students. I recall gun alignment,
with arms stretched firmly behind one's ears, as being par-
ticularly painful! But with the latest JEM-2200MCO double
aberration-corrected TEM/STEM, one is in heaven.

JEOL can be proud of its unique and outstanding contri-
bution to science. It has built up an enviable reputation as
an innovator and manufacturer of wonderful instruments,
which provide some of the clearest windows onto the
nanoworld. All of us, whether users of JEOL or competi-
tors' instruments, owe a debt to the Company for its con-
tribution to our field of science.

Professor David Cockayne FRS
Department of Materials, University of Oxford
Past-President, IFSM

Congratulatory Message for the 60th Anniversary of JEOL

Professor David Cockayne FRS
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Congratulations from Arizona State University

As a long-time JEOL friend, customer and microscope
user, I am delighted to be writing this letter of congratula-
tions on the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of JEOL.
Arizona State University and JEOL have historically had
a close and mutually beneficial relationship. This partner-
ship dates from 1970 when John M. Cowley was appoint-
ed to the post of Galvin Professor of Physics at Arizona
State University. Cowley soon thereafter took delivery of
one of the very first JEM-100Bs to be sold commercially
(Serial # 2), and this instrument enabled Iijima and
Cowley to record their famous, award-winning images of
block-oxide crystal structures [1,2]. Our second JEM-
100B (circa. 1973) was also equipped with a scanning
attachment that enabled early energy-filtered imaging of
thick biological samples [3].

The intervening years have quickly passed and our suc-
cess stories using JEOL microscopes have continued to
multiply in number and grow in impact. Many genera-
tions of graduate students from diverse scientific disci-
plines, such as physics, chemistry, materials, and geolo-
gy, have both learned the basics of electron microscopy
and then honed their microscopy skills using our ever-
dependable JEOL instruments before moving onto
careers elsewhere. Notable among several JEOL micro-
scopes that have been located at ASU during this period,
our JEM-4000EX has produced atomic-resolution elec-
tron micrographs continuously ever since its installation
and commissioning in late 1984 right through to the pres-
ent day. Some of its earliest results were described in a
previous JEOL News [4]. Mechanical parts associated
with specimen exchange mechanisms and camera sys-
tems have inevitably worn out from heavy usage and
have needed replacement. Nevertheless, the original guar-
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anteed structural resolution of 0.17 nm is still obtainable
on a daily routine basis even after (or despite) well over
200,000 micrographs recorded. This ongoing superior
performance represents a glowing testimonial to the orig-
inal design of the instrument, the exceptional quality of
its construction and assembly, and the excellent training
and skills of the JEOL service engineers who helped to
install the scope and who have been our 'lifeline' in case
of occasional need ever since. My ASU colleagues and I
have greatly valued our interactions at all levels of JEOL,
including design engineers, sales representatives and the
service organization, and we are looking forwards to
many more years of flourishing and productive science
using JEOL microscopes. 

Congratulations once again on reaching this historic
landmark!

[1] S. Iijima, J. Appl. Phys., 42, 5891 (1971).
[2] S. Iijima and J.M. Cowley, Z. Naturs. 27a, 445 (1972).
[3] H.T. Pearce-Percy and J.M. Cowley, Optik, 44, 273 (1976).
[4] D.J. Smith, J.C. Barry, L.A. Bursill, A.K. Petford, and

J.C. Wheatley, JEOL News, 24E, 2 (1986).

Regents Professor David J. Smith

Regents Professor David J. Smith
Department of Physics, Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona



JEOL was established in June 1949 for the develop-
ment, production and sales of transmission electron
microscopes. This year, JEOL has marked its 60th
anniversary.  

The JEOL Group has grown in size reaching sales of 100
billion yen and a workforce of about 3000 employees
through the corporate activities for 60 years, owing to the
efforts of all the predecessors and all the employees of the
JEOL Group. I would like to appreciate and celebrate that
JEOL has reached its 60th anniversary. Furthermore, I am
deeply aware that our long corporate development is pri-
marily due to the many customers who have continually
supported and guided us. On this occasion, I would like to
express my heartfelt appreciation to all of our customers.

When JEOL marked its 50th anniversary, positioning
the 50th anniversary as the second inauguration of the
JEOL Group, we announced the JEOL Group's new long-
term management vision, "JEOL SPIRIT-1." This vision
set forth the direction in which JEOL should head in the
first decade of the 21st century. In this vision, two key
concepts are stipulated: The first is to situate our main
business domains as "Twin Core," which consists of the
Scientific Instrument business and the Industrial
Equipment business. The second is to pursue three mis-
sions of "No.1 Solution," "Global Network," and
"Innovation." Based on this long-term management
vision, we formulated medium-term management plans
every three years, and divided these three-year plans into
annual business plans. In line with the management
vision, we will continue to change our mindset to push
forward with customer-oriented business.

Since its establishment 60 years ago, the JEOL Group
has been marketing a broad range of products worldwide.

These products are essential for basic research including
materials science and life science and for technological
development and quality control in various industries.
We are determined to continue to meet the expectations
of our customers. For example, the transmission electron
microscope, which was the starting point of JEOL, is a
flagship of JEOL even now. Our electron microscopes
incorporate many technological innovations in recent
years, such as aberration correction, tomography, speci-
men cooling, phase-plate microscopy, specimen-environ-
ment control, and nano-level analysis. Thus, as high-end
basic research tools, JEOL electron microscopes are
widely utilized in universities, national laboratories and
corporations all over the world.

The world economy is now in recession, so we have all
the more need to create new technologies and industries. I
believe that the JEOL group is an indispensable enter-
prise for implementing science and technology policies
and for developing industries in the world.

According to our company philosophy, we will continu-
ally contribute to the progress of science and society
around the world by enhancing the competitiveness of
our products. Finally, I sincerely hope for your candid
evaluations and warm assistance. 

Yoshiyasu Harada
Chairman, JEOL Ltd.

Marking Our 60th Anniversary

Chairman Yoshiyasu Harada
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In May 1949, not long after the end of World War II,
Japan Electron Optics Laboratory (forerunner of JEOL)
was established for the development of transmission elec-
tron microscopes. Since then, our company has been sup-
ported by many people around the world, and this year
JEOL has marked its 60th anniversary. On this occasion,
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all of
you.

Progress of science and technology in these 60 years
has been outstanding. During this period, JEOL has
developed and marketed a number of Scientific
Instruments and Industrial Equipment to meet the expec-
tations of our customers. Now our products are playing a
significant role in a broad range of fields, which include
transmission and scanning electron microscopes, analyti-
cal instruments such as electron probe microanalyzers,
nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometers, mass spec-
trometers and X-ray spectrometers, electron beam lithog-
raphy systems for semiconductor-device fabrication, elec-
tron beam sources for industrial use, and clinical bio-
chemistry analyzers.

Our company philosophy states, “On the basis of
“Creativity” and “Research and Development”, JEOL
positively challenges the World’s highest technology,
thus forever contributing to the progress in both Science
and Human Society through its products.” Our primary
mission is to develop state-of-the-art products that reflect
the needs of the worldwide market and timely supply the
products to the customers. For as many as 60 years,
although the market environment surrounding our com-
pany has greatly changed, JEOL has expanded its busi-
ness to the markets of inspection and metrology business-
es such as environmental-, medical- and semiconductor-

use, through our traditional products of Scientific
Instruments centered on electron microscopes.

However, I recognize that in the midst of a global
change at present, what JEOL should focus on is to pro-
vide the best total solutions to the customers so that they
feel the greatest satisfaction until the high-end instru-
ments supplied by JEOL reach lifetime. In order to real-
ize this objective in a more efficient manner, JEOL
DATUM, which has long been engaged in maintenance
service of JEOL products, will be merged to JEOL this
July. Utilizing this change, we will respond to the
requests from the customers through sophisticated solu-
tions, which only JEOL can offer. To achieve this, in
addition to conventional maintenance service, we will
further pursue in providing up-to-date technological
applications and kowhow, and in swiftly carrying out
inspection of the installation room of your JEOL instru-
ment and measurement of your samples. Moreover, we
position the publication of JEOL News as one of provid-
ing solutions, so we will continue to make efforts to
enhance the content of JEOL News.

At the time of our 60th anniversary, we are determined
to continually strive to provide the best products and
solutions to you by keeping our mindset in a global per-
spective. Finally, I sincerely hope for your candid evalua-
tions and warm assistance.  

Gon-emon Kurihara
President, JEOL Ltd.

Aiming for Best Total Solutions

President Gon-emon Kurihara
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Exit Wavefunction Reconstruction

†A. I. Kirkland and S. J. Haigh

Department of Materials, University of Oxford

Introduction

High Resolution Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HRTEM) is now firmly estab-
lished as one of the most important tools
available for studies of the local microstruc-
ture and chemistry of a wide range of materi-
als [1]. However, HRTEM records only the
real valued image intensity, resolution limited
by effects due to the partial spatial and tem-
poral coherence of the illumination. This
leads to an absolute information limit under
axial illumination conditions of typically 100
times the wavelength for uncorrected instru-
ments and 40 times the electron wavelength
for the current generation of intermediate
voltage corrected microscopes. 

Indirect reconstruction of the complex
wavefunction at the exit surface of the speci-
men (see [2] for a review) provides an attrac-
tive (but necessarily indirect) route to obtain-
ing quantitative structural information with
improved signal to noise characteristics at
resolutions equal to or greater than those that
can be achieved in conventional images.

The experimental datasets required for the
successful implementation of this approach
comprise several conventional HRTEM
images recorded at either varying defocus
levels [3-10] or with different illumination tilt
directions [11-13]. Either of these acquisition
geometries provides a set of differently aber-
rated images that contain independent infor-
mation about the specimen exit plane wave-
function and the latter can subsequently be
computationally recovered from the overde-

termined dataset. For this latter step, substan-
tial progress has been made on the theoretical
and computational problem of eliminating the
non-linear image intensity components [4]
and in the fully automated measurement of
the aberration coefficients [14-16].

In 1997 initial results from TEM instru-
ments fitted with electron optical elements
designed for direct correction of otherwise
unavoidable spherical aberration [17, 18]
were announced. Commercial versions of
these prototype instruments using an arrange-
ment of sextupole elements and round lens
transfer doublets have since been constructed,
capable of direct correction of the coefficients
in the wave aberration function to third-order
and providing resolutions below 0.1nm at
intermediate voltages. At the time of writing
initial results from second-generation correct-
ed electron optical systems capable of fifth-
order correction have been reported [19, 20]
targeting a resolution of 50 pm.

Focal and tilt series reconstruction methods
have the advantage of recovering the fully
complex specimen exit plane wavefunction,
compensated for all measured objective lens
aberrations. This data can also be retrieved
using related approaches such as high resolu-
tion holography [21], diffractive imaging [22]
and ptychography [23] in which a micro-dif-
fraction pattern (from a very small area of the
specimen) is recorded quasi-continuously as
the illuminating probe scans the specimen.
This additional data compared to that avail-
able in single HRTEM images allows struc-
tural inferences about the specimen to be
made by comparison of experimentally
recovered and simulated wave functions for
trial structures with only one unknown exper-
imental parameter (the specimen thickness).
Thus, exit wavefunction restoration in all
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Indirect methods for improving the resolution attainable in the TEM via image recon-
struction of focal or beam-tilt series of images are now realising the promise they
have long offered. This technique simultaneously recovers the complex specimen exit
plane wavefunction and fully compensates for all measurable lens aberrations. Using
an aberration corrected TEM and a tilt azimuth data acquisition geometry it can be
shown that electron optical aberration correction and exit wave reconstruction enables
the recovery of super resolved information beyond the axial information limit. In many
cases the resolution improvement achievable is now limited by the sample and not by
instrumental parameters.
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modes provides more quantitative structural
information. Finally, as will be described sub-
sequently there has been recent progress in
combining electron optical correction and
exit wavefunction reconstruction in which the
former brings significant benefits to the reso-
lution enhancement offered by the latter.

A Historical Overview

The first recorded reference to exit wave-
function reconstruction was provided by
Schiske [24] although the use of tilted illumi-
nation in an optical analog was suggested as
long ago as 1873 by Abbe [25]. However,
successful experimental efforts were ham-
pered until relatively recently by several fac-
tors. Firstly, at all resolutions the largely
uninterpretable non-linear components of the
image intensity, which increase with speci-
men thickness, required the development of
new reconstructions algorithms [4]. Secondly,
the largely uninterpretable image intensity
arising from inelastically scattered electrons
by any mechanism other than phonon scatter-
ing (which it should be noted do not affect
Gabor holography) required the development
of imaging filters [26-28]. Thirdly the range
of directions and energies in the illuminating
beam (formulated as the partial spatial and
temporal coherence), imposes a resolution
limit on the image signal more stringent than
that due to the lens aberrations which
required the development of new electron
sources [29, 30]. Finally, the increased avail-
ability of CCD detectors for digital image
recording has made it far easier to record the
sets of images needed for wave function
reconstruction [31, 32].

Field-emission electron sources provide
much higher coherence levels than were pre-
viously available with thermionic emitters
and have provided images with higher spatial
frequencies, so that focal series reconstruc-
tion in particular achieves resolution signifi-
cantly beyond the limit imposed by coherent
objective lens aberrations. However, the price
for this is a much wider point response,
meaning heavy delocalisation of image detail,
and making it essential to use comparatively

large field, high resolution electron detectors.
The availability of these instrumental devel-
opments was utilised in the 1990s within a
Brite Euram project that aimed to develop
exit wavefunction reconstruction using both
Gabor Holography and focal series datasets.
The results from this provided the first exper-
imental examples of exit wavefunction recon-
structions at high resolution and also initiated
the development of the parabaloid reconstruc-
tion method [6] which, although not optimal
in its suppression of the non-linear imaging
components provides useful physical insight
into the reconstruction process. 

Exit wavefunction reconstruction using tilt-
ed illumination requires that the primary
beam is placed close to one side of an objec-
tive aperture. This allows it to interfere with
beams scattered within the aperture at up to
twice the maximum angle compared to the
axial imaging mode, albeit eliminating beams
scattered with different azimuths completely
so that information must be combined from
several images recorded with different tilt
azimuths. However, for an optimum choice of
tilt angle, the imaging properties of this mode
compare favourably with those of the axial
mode, and can achieve (in principle) a dou-
bling of the resolution [12]. Since this
approach synthesises a large effective Fourier
space aperture from several smaller ones, it
has also been termed ‘aperture-synthesis’ for
comparison with similar established
approaches in radio astronomy [33, 34] and
radar [35]. Experimentally, exit wave recon-
struction from tilt series datasets required the
solution of two substantial technical problems
in image analysis, a posteriori determination
of the objective lens aberrations, including
the beam tilt and mutual registration of differ-
ently aberrated images [11, 13] but was also
demonstrated experimentally during the late
1990s [11, 13]. 

Outline Theory for Exit 
Wavefunction Reconstruction

The wave leaving an object for monochro-
matic, axial illumination can be separated
into scattered and unscattered components as:

Ψo(x) = 1+Ψso(x) .......................................(1)

with the recorded image plane intensity given by:

I(x) = |Ψsi(x)|2 = 1+Ψsi(x) +Ψ*si(x) + |Ψsi(x)|2 ..(2)

Where Ψsi(x) is the electron wave in the real
space image plane. If it is assumed that the
scattering is sufficiently weak to ignore the
quadratic term in (2) then the Fourier
Transform of the image contrast is given as

c(k) = �si(k) + �*si(-k) ...........................(3)

Where �si is the electron wave in the Fourier
space image plane and �*si it's complex con-
jugate. The Fourier transforms of the object
and image waves are related by a wave aber-
ration function γ (k) and thus

�si(k) = �so(k)w(k) .....................................(4)

where:

w(k) = exp{-¡γ (k)} ....................................(5)

Hence in terms of the object wave, �so(k), the
Fourier Transform of the image contrast can
be rewritten as

c(k) =�so(k)w(k) +�*so(-k)w(-k) + n(k) ....(6)

in which the term n(k) represents the
observed noise in the image.

All reconstructions now require an esti-
mate, � ' so(k) of � ' so(k) given a set of
observed image contrast transforms, ci(k) and
a knowledge of their individual transfer func-
tions, wi(k). Therefore given data from sever-
al differently aberrated images, an optimum
solution for �'so(k) can be defined in various
ways [12]. In particular, a Wiener filter
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applied to a focal or tilt series of images in
the presence of noise gives an optimal esti-
mate of the reconstructed wavefunction,
expressed in the form of a weighted superpo-
sition of the image transforms as

�'so(k) = �iγi(k)ci (k) ...............................(7)

where, the restoring filters, γi(k), depend on
the complex wave transfer functions wi(k)for
a set of images as

γi(k) =
W(-k)w*i(k)-C*(k)wi(-k)
W(-k)W(k)-|C(k)|2 +υ(k)

...............(8)

W(k) = �i |wi(k)|2;C(k) =�iwi(k)wi(-k) ..(9)

For all the opacity of this expression, in
the case of reconstruction using series of
images the effect on a Fourier component
transmitted by only a single image is simply
to retain it after division by the correspon-
ding transfer function, and for components
present in all images to average the esti-
mates obtainable from any pair of different-
ly aberrated images. For a component not
transferred in any image the value of the fil-
ter tends to zero due to the inclusion of the
noise to object power ratio, υ(k). In the final
step of the overall reconstruction process the
exit-plane wavefunction itself is obtained
simply by inverse transformation. 

The approach to exit plane wavefunction
restoration outlined above assumes linear
imaging. Alternative methods have also
been developed for the more general case,
including the non-linear contributions to the
image intensity. In the original implementa-
tion the non-linear image reconstruction was
tackled by matching the electron wave to the
measured intensities of images by minimiza-
tion of a least squares functional (the multi-
ple input maximum a posteriori, (MIMAP)).
The improved, maximum likelihood (MAL)
description [4] provides a computationally
efficient, numerically optimized recursive
solution and explicitly includes the coupling
between the exit wave and its complex con-
jugate.

Experimental Exit Wavefunction
Reconstruction

The theories outlined in the previous sec-
tion can be applied equally to wavefunction
reconstructions using either focal or tilt
azimuth datasets. However these two
geometries differ in their experimental
advantages. In the case of a focal series
reconstruction the use of a high coherence
source to extend the microscope information
limit is essential to maximise resolution
enhancement. However, in the case of the
tilt azimuth geometry it is the displacement
of the transfer function envelope relative to
the primary beam which is the essential ele-
ment in achieving higher resolution, without
explicitly requiring a high coherence source
[11, 13]. The use of a high coherence source

still offers benefits to the latter geometry in
the accurate determination of the imaging
conditions and to date, all experimental
restorations have utilised instruments fitted
with field emission sources. However, over-
all, the tilt azimuth geometry is less sensi-
tive to errors in the determination of the
aberration coefficients and provides some-
what better recovery of low spatial frequen-
cies. Set against these advantages image
registration is simpler for focal series where
the correlation peaks are centrosymmetric
between all members of the dataset, which
is not the case for images recorded at differ-
ent illumination tilts. Finally, tilt azimuth
reconstruction is potentially limited by par-
allax effects (see later) which are absent in
focal series datasets, a factor that is ulti-
mately limiting at extremely high resolution.
As an early illustration of this approach,
Figure 1 shows the first reported example of
a successful tilt series reconstruction in 1995
[11] using an uncorrected JEOL JEM-2010F
in which the interpretable resolution has been

improved from 0.23 nm to 0.14 nm.

Exit Wavefunction Reconstruction
with Aberration Corrected Images

Direct electron optical correction [17, 18]
offers the advantage that it may be achieved
on line in a single image, with no requirement
for post acquisition processing or acquisition
of extended focal or tilt azimuth series.
However, for HRTEM imaging current gen-
eration electron optical correctors are only
able to correct aberrations to third order in the
wave aberration function with partial com-
pensation of selected higher order terms for
real recorded image data. Thus, for aberration
corrected instruments computational recon-
struction is still beneficial for both focal and
tilt series data acquisition geometries as it
both compensates for higher order terms and
recovers the complex specimen exit surface
wavefunction. 

Indirect and direct correction / compensa-

0.14nm

0.12nm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Modulus of the exit wavefunction of a gold nanoparticle reconstructed from a 4 member tilt
series of uncorrected images with 0.14 and 0.12 nm fringes marked. (b) Original axial image
recorded at the Scherzer defocus (200 kV, Cs = 0.5 mm).
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tion have been used in combination [36, 37]
and this provides additional advantages. For
focal series datasets, the elimination of tilt-
induced coma relaxes the requirement of
using parallel illumination and enables the
illumination to be converged onto the speci-
men area of interest. Thus, current density at
the sample may be maintained while reducing
the emitter current thereby giving a reduced
energy spread in the illumination (for a
Schottky source) and providing an improved
information limit. For a tilt series dataset, the
elimination of tilt induced axial coma gives
rise to a less critical focus conditioning for
any given tilt magnitude and multiple tilt
magnitudes are also possible without a large
induced focus change. For either data acquisi-
tion geometry, the reduced delocalisation of
image components in electron optically cor-
rected images is advantageous in quantitative
interpretation. Finally, in aberration corrected
instruments the voltage centre and axial coma
free axis are coincident and hence the tempo-
ral coherence envelope is symmetric and

localized. 
To illustrate the potential benefits from a

combined direct / indirect approach to aberra-
tion correction and compensation Figure 2
shows the phase of the specimen exit surface
wavefunction of a Pt catalyst nanoparticle,
viewed close to a <110> direction, recon-
structed from a focal series of aberration cor-
rected images acquired using a JEOL JEM-
2200FS. Despite the presence of a graphitic
carbon support, terraces and steps around the
edge of the particle are visible and moreover,
the visibility and spatial resolution within
these features are improved significantly
compared to a conventional HRTEM image.
The monatomic steps that are visible in
Figure 2(a) are conventionally termed A or B
type, with either {100} or {111} microfacet
atomic risers that have potentially different
catalytic properties. Due to computational
inversion of the HRTEM imaging process the
heights of the peaks in the recovered phase
are related to the number of atoms in each
atomic column and can thus be used to obtain

information about the local atomic arrange-
ment of each surface in cross section.
Detailed examination of these provide evi-
dence that the outermost atomic layers consist
of irregular islands of atoms, in contrast to
the atomic arrangements that have been pro-
posed on the basis of homoepitaxial growth
experiments on extended Pt surfaces [38]. 

Figure 3 emphasises the resolution
improvement obtained by recovering the
specimen exit wavefunction compared to that
present in a single HRTEM image. The
power spectra shown below each image in
Figure 3 clearly show the presence of higher-
spatial resolution lattice fringe information in
the reconstruction and equally importantly,
the decreased contribution to the power spec-
trum from the quasi-amorphous carbon sup-
port.

Our next example demonstrates experi-
mental verification of the resolution improve-
ment possible using aberration corrected tilt-
ed illumination images. This requires a speci-
men with a real space lattice separation

Fig. 2 (a) Phase of the reconstructed wavefunction of a 6-nm Pt particle obtained by applying
spherical aberration correction and focal series exit wavefunction reconstruction to a
dataset of 20 images acquired at 200 kV with a spherical aberration of -30 µm. (b) Best-
fitting simulated phase. (c) Three-dimensional atomic model used to calculate the best-fit-
ting phase in (b). The large white arrow indicates the direction of the electron beam. The
inset overlapping parts shows the crystallographic details of the particle. In parts (b) and
(c) labels 1-4 correspond to the same features on the surface of the particle. The notation
Pt(S)-n(x,y,z)K(u,v,w) refers to the microfacets, for which n is the number of atoms in the
terrace, (x,y,z) is the Miller index of the terrace, and (u,v,w) is the Miller index of the step.

Fig. 3 (a) and (b) HRTEM (intensity) images of the Pt particle shown in Fig 2(a), acquired with the spheri-
cal aberration adjusted to 0.5 mm (a) and -30 µm (b). Corresponding power spectra are shown
beneath each image. (c) Phase and power spectrum of the same particle, obtained by applying exit
wavefunction reconstruction to a focal series of aberration corrected images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) (b) (c)

55nnmm
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beyond the axial information limit and a gold
foil oriented along a <123> direction satisfies
this requirement. Figure 4 compares the phas-
es and moduli of exit wavefunctions restored
using both focal series and tilt defocus data
sets. The only detail present in the phase and
modulus of the exit wavefunction (Figures 4
(a) and (b)) recovered from the focal series
dataset relates to the {111} planes, which have
a 0.235 nm lattice spacing. In contrast, the
wavefunction recovered using tilted illumina-
tion data contains information at the positions
of the {331}, {420} and {242} lattice reflec-
tions, corresponding to spacings of 0.093 nm,
0.091 nm and 0.083 nm which are beyond the
0.1nm axial information limit of the micro-
scope used.

As a final example we compare exit wave-
function reconstruction directly, now using focal
and tilt series image datasets of images of thin
crystals of <111> oriented SrTiO3. Figure 5
clearly shows the improvement in information
transfer that can be obtained using a tilt-series
data set for exit wavefunction reconstruction in
which information transfer at 10% correspon-
ding to a resolution of 0.12 nm is present for the
focal series reconstruction, whereas the same
level of information transfer limit is extended to
0.08 nm in the tilt-series reconstruction.

Although the data presented in this section
clearly demonstrates that a combination of
direct aberration correction and exit wave recon-
struction is advantageous and moreover, that a
tilt azimuth acquisition geometry enables super
resolution, it is useful to examine in detail the
limiting factors in this approach. 

At large beam tilt magnitudes partial tempo-
ral coherence causes a loss of transfer at the
centre of the tilted transfer function. For a
beam tilt, τ0 = λk0, beams at the same angle τ0

with respect to the tilt axis are perfectly trans-
ferred and the temporal coherence envelope has
no effect. However, for larger beam tilts the
transfer falls away significantly inside this ring
of perfect transfer (the achromatic circle).
Reducing the tilt angle prevents this central
transfer loss but reduces the resolution improve-
ment compared to the axial case. This reduction
in transfer for tilted illumination can in principal
be recovered in the final reconstruction either by
increasing the number of azimuthal angles or by
including more than one tilt magnitude.
However, either of these approaches increases
the number of images required with consequent
implications for experimental stability and over-
all radiation dose.

The second limiting factor is given by the
variation within the experimentally measured
axial aberration coefficients as a function of
illumination tilt which can be estimated by tak-
ing the real part of the expansion of the wave
aberration function with respect to the com-
plex aberration coefficients and illumination
tilt angle [39]. 

Finally, in contrast to exit wavefunction
reconstruction using focal series data the indi-
vidual images within a tilt series data set are
not simply different measurements of the same
projected specimen potential. Under tilted illu-
mination the specimen potential is projected
along a slightly different direction compared to
the axial case and this introduces an additional
phase shift in an image which can be estimated
using a simple geometric parallax model.
Choosing a maximum phase variation for a
resolvable distance, d as ±π/2, the maximum

parallax allowed between the top and bottom
specimen surfaces relative to the middle of the
specimen is d/4. For a beam tilt, τ, this leads to
a maximum specimen thickness of d/(2τ). The
simple geometric parallax argument described
above is independent of the imaging condi-
tions but has been found to be more stringent
than the limit determined from a full dynami-
cal calculation [40].

These various limits for wavefunction recon-
struction using tilted illumination images are
summarised in Table 1. This clearly demon-
strates that the aperture synthesis approach to
exit waveunction reconstruction can use larger
tilt magnitudes under aberration corrected imag-
ing conditions, giving rise to the possibility of
greater resolution improvement, significantly
beyond the axial information limit of the micro-
scope. However at very high resolution, parallax
considerations become increasingly significant
leading to a new regime where the sample limits
the resolution attainable in tilt series exit wave-
function reconstruction.

Conclusions

In this paper we have highlighted the devel-

opment and application of exit wavefunction
reconstruction in the TEM as a method for
obtaining higher resolution, quantitative struc-
tural data using focal or more particularly, tilt
azimuth series of images. We have also
demonstrated the use of this technique in stud-
ies of nanocrystalline metal catalyst particles
where local surface structures can now be
described with atomic precision. Finally we
have outlined the recent use of a combination
of electron optical aberration correction and
exit wavefunction reconstruction in a compli-
mentary approach that further improves attain-
able resolution and have summarized the ulti-
mate instrumental and specimen- based limita-
tions to this.
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Fig. 5 Moduli of Fourier transforms of the complex specimen exit wavefunctions of <111> ori-
entated SrTiO3 reconstructed using (a) focal-series data and (a) combined tilt/focal-series
data. Circles indicate the limit for which information transfer drops below 10%, equiva-
lent to a spatial resolution of 0.12 nm for the focal series and 0.08 nm for the tilted data
set. Selected high-order reflections are highlighted to emphasize the presence of addi-
tional information in the exit wavefunction recovered from the tilt/focal-series data com-
pared to the axial focal series data. Experimental focal series comprised 20 images sepa-
rated by a focal increment of 10 nm with the series centered at the Gaussian focus with a
spherical aberration of -3 µm. Tilt series consisted of six short focal series taken at dif-
ferent illumination tilt directions using tilt magnitudes of up to 20 mrad.

Limiting Factor Maximum Tilt Magnitude Resolution Limit
Incoherent Aberrations 19 mrad 0.0629 nm
Coherent Aberrations 25 mrad 0.0547 nm
Geometric Parallax 18 mrad 0.0645 nm

Table 1  Tilt limits determined for an object thickness of 2 nm at 200 kV assuming third order
aberration correction and a focal spread = 4 nm.
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Introduction

Several technological advancements have
improved the spatial resolution of
Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEM)
during the last decade [1], yet the temporal res-
olution of conventional in situ TEM observa-
tions has remained limited to video acquisition
rates around 33 ms between frames. Therefore,
the imaging of many dynamic processes and
reactions on the micro- and nanosecond
timescales has remained largely unexplored
limiting our understanding of salient phenome-
na that control these processes and define the
macroscopic material properties, e.g. rapid
nucleation and growth events, coordinated
atomic motion across interfaces, defect inter-
actions, etc. The Dynamic Transmission
Electron Microscope (DTEM) at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
addresses this need by extending the temporal
resolution of in situ TEM observations by six
orders of magnitude. The nanosecond time res-
olution of the DTEM is achieved through the
integration of pulsed laser systems with the
TEM column and adopting a pump-probe
experimental approach in which a material
processes is initiated with a pump laser pulse
and is subsequently analyzed with a pho-
toemitted electron probe pulse using electron
diffraction or real-space imaging [2]. 

The DTEM aims to capture an image of a
reaction or structural change with a single
pulse of electrons that is currently ~15 ns in
duration. As such, the instrument is tuned to

investigate irreversible reactions. This is in
marked contrast to other ultrafast methods,
such as Ultrafast Electron Diffraction (UED),
which uses electron pulses on the order of 20 -
100 fs but does not obtain real-space images of
the sample reacting and builds up the pattern
from multiple electron pulses containing at
most a few thousand electrons per pulse [3, 4].
Stroboscopic Ultrafast TEM (UFTEM) also
uses femtosecond electron pulses to observe
highly reversible processes such as electronic
excitations but cannot image irreversible
chemical or physical reactions [5-10]. 

The single-shot DTEM was originally pio-
neered by Bostanjoglo and coworkers [11].
Yet while their design was great leap forward
for in situ microscopy, technical issues
involved with producing high spatial resolu-
tion images with nanosecond pulses limited
their attainable spatiotemporal resolution to
around 200 nm at 10 ns. The primary chal-
lenge in this single shot approach for high spa-
tiotemporal resolution imaging is generating a
sufficient number of electrons during a single
pulse to form an interpretable image. That is,
the pulsed electron gun must be a high bright-
ness source (109 A cm-1 steradian-1) and elec-
tron optical system must preserve this bright-
ness. Additionally, an effort must be made to
balance the number of electrons within a given
pulse duration to achieve enough contrast for
the signal to be detected, while attempting to
mitigate the effect of space charge and statisti-
cal coulomb effects which cause blurring and
degrade spatial resolution [12]. The DTEM
developed at LLNL uses a modern TEM plat-
form and novel gun design that produces a
spatiotemporal resolution of less than 10 nm at
15 ns [15]. 

The design of the LLNL DTEM is based upon
a modified JEOL JEM-2000FX containing an
additional condenser lens (C0) directly beneath
the electron gun and two integrated lasers to
perform the pump-probe experiments using the
single shot approach (Figure 1a). Briefly, a
1064 nm wavelength Nd:YAG drive laser pulse
enters the column of the microscope through a
modified analytical X-ray port and directly
excites the sample to initiate a reaction.
Depending on the absorption characteristics of
the sample and desired process to be stimulated
in the sample, the fundamental wavelength of
the drive laser, using non-linear harmonic gen-
eration crystals, can be frequency converted to
wavelengths of 532 or 355 nm. After a user-
specified delay (Figure 1b), a frequency quintu-
pled Nd:YLF laser pulse with a wavelength of
211 nm enters the column through a window in
another added section beneath the C0 lens and
excites an area of the photocathode [12].
Around 1�109 electrons are produced via pho-
toemission as a single bunch with a FWHM
duration of 15 ns and pass through the column
to probe the sample as in a conventional TEM
[15]. By recording an image of the sample prior
to the initiating laser pulse, information about
the transient and permanent changes occurring
within the material during the reaction can be
obtained. When several images with different
delays between the pump and probe pulses are
acquired, an evolutionary timeframe of the reac-
tion can be constructed. 

As conventional TEMs traditionally oper-
ate with a single electron in the column at any
one time, this introduction of a very dense
pulse of electrons can affect the performance
of the DTEM for real-space imaging [12].
There is therefore a limitation for single shot
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Directly observing dynamic processes that occur on the micro- and nanosecond timescale is not possible
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imaging that arises from space-charge effects
within the electron beam and which degrade
the spatial and temporal resolution due to
Coulomb interactions. Stochastic blurring
affects the spatial resolution due to irreversible
and uncorrectable loss of information from
random electron scattering events within the
pulse while electron-electron repulsion will
cause the electron bunch to expand temporally
while traveling through the column (for very
short pulses) and will limit the current density
at the cathode (for longer pulses, via the Child-
Langmuir effect) [20, 21]. The loss of resolu-
tion for both types of Coulomb interactions
increases as the electron pulse duration
decreases and can become a limiting factor at
the picosecond timescale for the necessary
electron fluence required for single shot imag-
ing. Thus, not only does one have to combat
the photocathode reaching saturation for cer-
tain pulse durations, the maximum fluence
attainable for imaging is limited by the
Coulombic interactions in the electron pulse as
there will be a trade-off between brightness
and resolution. 

Results

The DTEM is a unique and powerful tool for
characterizing the dynamic processes occur-
ring in material science samples and can oper-
ate in diffraction mode to observe phase trans-
formations, or it can acquire real-space images
showing the propagation of a reaction front
through a thin foil and in situ growth of a
nanowire via laser ablation. In these experi-
ments, the wavelength of the sample drive
laser used to initiate the reaction was opti-
mized for the material being studied as was the
delay between the pump and probe pulses.
Although the resolution of the DTEM for a 15
ns probe laser pulse is limited due to the avail-
able brightness to around 8 nm in spatial reso-
lution [15], there is enough dynamical contrast
in the images to observe the same features in a
single shot image as you would in a conven-
tional TEM (Figure 2).

Fig. 2 Low magnification micrographs of secondary phase precipitates within a 6061 Al sample.
Similar contrast information is present in both images acquired using conventional bright-
field-TEM (a) and with a dynamic 15 ns single-shot probe pulse (b). Image adapted from [15].

Pump
Laser Pulse

Probe
Laser Pulse

Time

Fig. 1 Schematic of the DTEM. Two lasers enter the column of the TEM to provide
the pump and probe pulses for the experiment (a). The sample drive laser initi-
ates a reaction and after a user controlled delay, the cathode laser initiates pho-
toemission from a photocathode. The resulting bunch of 108–109 electrons tra-
verse the column and image the sample. Depending on the experiment, the
probe pulse can either be offset or centered directly over the pump pulse that
initiates the reaction. Image adapted from [17]. (b) The temporal resolution of
the DTEM is determined by the probe pulse duration. However, the pump-
probe delay allows for analyzing the progression of a reaction at varying time
points. The probe pulse duration is nominally set to 15 ns however the delay
between the pump and probe pulses can be set directly by the user for each
sample. Image adapted from [12].
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One of the most striking discoveries made
using the DTEM was found when studying
reactive multilayer foils. After the pump pulse
strikes a stacked array of alternating thin Ni
and Al layers, the layers intermix and an
exothermic reaction propagates until extinction
via full mixing and intermetallic formation
[17]. The DTEM was capable of observing the
rate of the reaction by positioning the electron
probe pulse at a specified distance (dependent
on the temporal delay) from the initiating pulse
and acquiring images of the moving reaction
front. Surprisingly, these snapshots also
recorded the first ever example of a transient
structure traveling with the reaction front
(Figure 3), which did not persist and are not
observed in the postmortem analysis. These
tendril-like extensions were characterized as
regions of phase separation that disappeared 2-
3 µs after the reaction front had passed [17].

Using the sample drive laser, it is possible to
heat a sample to initiate a temperature driven
reaction, whether that is through an annealing
or oxidation process or a solid-to-liquid or
solid-to-solid phase transformation. One such
experiment was performed on thin foils of pure
titanium. Upon heating above 882°C, a solid-
to-solid diffusionless phase transformation
occurs via a structural change from the HCP
α-phase to the BCC β-phase [12]. By acquir-
ing a series of selected area diffraction patterns
using varying pump-probe delays (Figure 4),
it was found that the grain size dictates the
incubation time necessary for nucleation. This
suggested that the grain boundaries were act-
ing as defects and nucleation sites increasing
the rate of the reaction for smaller initial grain
sizes [12]. 

The DTEM has also been used to divulge
the nucleation behavior during laser-induced
crystallization of amorphous materials [16].
Due to the low optical contrast between the
crystalline and amorphous phases limiting the
ability to study the transformation with stan-
dard ultrafast optical techniques, there is little
to no data on the crystallization kinetics of
metallic glasses under pulsed laser irradia-
tion. However, with the high time and spatial
resolution capabilities of the dynamic trans-
mission electron microscope (DTEM), the
rapid nucleation events occurring from
pulsed laser irradiation can be directly
observed and nucleation rates can be quanti-
fied (Figure 5). With sufficient laser fluence,
a single IR pulse can crystallize small areas
of the film within 2 µs [16]. The crystallized
volume fraction and morphology depend
strongly on the laser energy, the spatial pro-
file of the laser spot, and heat transport in the
film. As compared to slower furnace and CW
laser annealing, pulsed laser heating produces
a dramatically different microstructure with
observed crystallization rates being orders of
magnitude higher than those predicted by
extrapolation of kinetic data obtained from
slow-heating crystallization experiments.

The DTEM is also capable of laser based in
situ synthesis. The growth of nanowires by
laser ablating a thin film sample of <111> Si
coated with a 4 nm Au layer within the DTEM
can be seen in Figure 6. The Au coating acts
as a catalyst for the Si substrate and the syn-
thesis was initiated by pulsing the 355 nm
wavelength sample drive laser [18]. The
nanowire growth occurred in the absence of
additional gas or heat and was due solely to the

Fig. 3 Progression of a moving reaction front
within a reactive multilayer foil of alter-
nating Al/Ni layers as a function of
time. A transient cellular morphology is
observed traveling with the propagating
front in (a). After an additional 2 µs the
tendril like extensions are still present.
However, after 5 µs the mixing of the
layers has completed and the transient
structure is no longer present (c). Image
adapted from [17].

controlled melting and ablation of the materi-
als within the DTEM. This suggests that the
DTEM can be used to characterize the mor-
phology of materials as well as investigate new
methods for nanomaterial synthesis.  

Discussion

To improve the spatial and temporal per-
formance of the DTEM, future developments
are planned for the design of a second-genera-
tion DTEM capable of both single shot and
stroboscopic imaging. The incorporation of
aberration correction, phase plate technology,
and fiber-based back-illumination of the pho-
tocathode will increase the contrast and spatial
resolution of the microscope to sub-nanometer
level for a large range of temporal pulse dura-
tions [20]. Additionally, the incorporation of
an arbitrary waveform generator for the laser
system, multi-frame image series acquisition
with a few tens of nanoseconds time delay
between each frame and a CMOS frame grab-
ber will increase the attainable temporal reso-
lution allowing multi-frame movies of a single
dynamic event to be recorded [20]. 

In addition to the experiments listed above,
incorporating in situ holders for both gas and
fluid environments will vastly expand the
experimental regime of the DTEM. In such
environmental cells, a reaction can be initiat-
ed by the absorption of laser energy to heat
the sample directly, degrade a molecular
species into substituent components or to
activate a photo-switchable event. For exam-
ple, by using an in situ fluid holder, one
could observe the nucleation and growth of
zinc sulfide nanoparticles by the ultraviolet
laser pulsed decomposition of thioacetamide
in the presence of zinc sulfate [22]. Upon
completion, the zinc sulfide nanoparticles can
be rinsed, dried and adhered to a holey-car-
bon TEM grid and placed inside the in situ
gas holder for subsequent heating to 400°C in
an oxygen atmosphere for annealing to obtain
zinc oxide nanoparticles [23]. Observing the
combined reactions would give insight to the
nucleation, growth, melting and annealing
characteristics at the nanoscale in gaseous
and liquid environments. 

The DTEM is likely to prove useful for bio-
logical experiments as well. Due to the ultra-
fast nature of the imaging event used with the
DTEM, it may be possible to outrun some of
the damage and sample charging issues that
cause resolution loss [24]. By increasing the
gun brightness and improving the temporal
resolution of the microscope to transmitting
the entire bunch of electrons through the sam-
ple before any beam induced damage occurs it
might be possible to image radiation sensitive
materials with electron doses similar to those
currently used for non-radiation sensitive
materials science samples. The inherent
increase in contrast due to more probing elec-
trons interacting with the sample would help
improve the typical spatial resolution for bio-
molecular imaging. Other benefits for biomol-
ecular imaging with the DTEM include the
possibility of visualizing dynamic molecular
reactions using ultrafast movie mode.
Dependant on the beam sensitivity of the sam-
ple within a fluid cell environment, it may be
possible to record up to 20 consecutive images
of a single molecular assembly or interaction
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Fig. 6 Growth of a Si nanowire following
laser ablation inside the DTEM. (a)
depicts the formation of a catalyst
bulb and nanowire after laser based
melting of the Si substrate and 4 nm
deposited layer of Au. A higher mag-
nification image of a Si nanowire
with diffraction pattern inset (b)
shows growth occurred along the
<111> direction. Image adapted from
[18].

Fig. 4 Diffraction patterns depicting a
martensitic type α-β phase transfor-
mation of Ti acquired using different
pump/probe pulse delays. The initial
state is shown in (a) while (b) was
acquired 30 ns after initiating the
reaction with a sample drive laser
pulse. The difference between the ini-
tial and during transformation states
is shown in (c). Rotationally aver-
aged diffracted intensity versus the
reciprocal lattice spacing as depicted
in the lower panel were used to deter-
mine the phase content as a function
of time. Image adapted from [15].

Fig. 5 Series of 15 ns exposure pulsed elec-
tron images, a) left image taken
before laser heating, middle image
taken 1.5 µs after laser strikes the
foil, right image taken after foil cools
to room temperature, b) similar series
of images from different region on
the foil and with the middle image
taken 1.75 µs after the pump laser
irradiates the specimen. Images
adapted from [16].
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event within an in situ fluid holder environ-
ment. 

Several possible examples of biomolecular
reactions that could be initiated by an
infrared laser induced temperature jump
include observing nanoparticle nucleation
and growth within the protein cage of ferritin
[25], imaging DNA binding by Rad51 [26] or
the assembly/disassembly of microtubules
along with their interactions with motor pro-
teins [27]. Additionally, the sample drive
laser does not need to be used to initiate a
temperature-jump, rather it could be used at a
wavelength of 532 nm to activate the photo-
switch conjugated opening/closing of ion
channels [28]. Thus, if the DTEM can either
outrun beam induced damage to proteins or
low dose methods can be used to spread the
total accumulated dose over 10 – 20 images,
then the dynamics of many biological
processes occurring on nanoscale and involv-
ing macromolecular complexes or cells might
soon be observed. 

Conclusion

The DTEM has been used to image several
types of reactions at the nanoscale both spatial-
ly and temporally. While the resolution is cur-
rently limited by the brightness of the photo-
cathode source, future modifications promise
to increase the spatial resolution to near one-
angstrom and a temporal resolution of between
10 ns and 1 µs. The high spatial and temporal
resolution coupled with the use of in-situ gas
and fluid stages and the ability to image in
either stroboscopic or single-shot mode with
multi-frame movie mode capabilities will
increase the regime of dynamic processes
capable of observation in the DTEM to include
phase transformations of a structural and elec-
tronic nature, nucleation, growth and oxidation
of nanoparticles within controlled environ-
ments and the assembly/disassembly of protein
complexes and other biomolecular interac-
tions.  
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An Appraisal of High Resolution Scanning Electron 
Microscopy Applied To Porous Materials

Introduction

In this report, we classify porous materials
based on structural characteristics into the fol-
lowing three categories: (i) Materials with a
periodic pore arrangement with uniform size
either in periodic framework structures such as
microporous zeolites or in amorphous silica wall
forming "cavity crystals" such as meso- and
macro-porous silica crystals; (ii) Materials
which have irregular size of pores in a random
arrangement such as mesoporous silica with
worm-like pores or random pores in size and
arrangement; and (iii) Hollow nano spheres with
or without nano-particles inside. Both
nanoporous (micro-, meso- and macro-porous)
materials and their composites with nano-parti-
cles have been prepared. All of these materials
are extremely important in a number of different
industries. In (i), pores often provide acidic sites
and large surface areas for heterogenous cataly-
sis to occur as is the case for (ii) where pores
may also be modified with transition metals or
used to reversibly bind molecules for medicinal
applications. Owing to their porosity and struc-
ture it is even possible to use them for both tis-
sue engineering and drug delivery. In the case of
(iii), hollow spheres with nanoparticles have
also been synthesized with the purpose of main-
taining characteristic features of the nanoparti-
cles whilst preventing their aggregation at cat-
alytically active conditions.  They also exhibit
new properties with their encapsulating hollow
spheres. In order to maximize both the efficien-

cy and range of applications of these porous
crystals, an understanding of their structure and
growth mechanism is therefore extremely
important for further control of growth process-
es to tailor these materials for our specific
needs. Such properties we wish to control
include, but are not limited to, pore size, level of
exposure of pores to the crystal surface, orienta-
tion of pores with respect to crystal surface, crys-
tal size and shape, hydrophobicity/hydrophilici-
ty and properties of the guest material.

With regards to porous crystals, scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) has long been used as a
method to rapidly gather information such as the
size and shape of crystals. This is because the
microscopes have a large depth of focus and are
relatively easy to operate with a minimum of
tuition. As visualisation of crystals occurs at
scan speeds and at a range of magnifications it is
therefore possible to gather a statistically signifi-
cant amount of data. This information is impor-
tant when discussing crystal growth trends [1],
but does not supply information to scientists
about the crystal formation and structural chem-
istry at the nanometer scale*.  Such information
may be found from observation of fine surface
structure, for example: in zeolite LTA the height
and shape of surface terraces, observed by atom-
ic force microscopy (AFM), provides evidence
of the existence of discrete growth units from

which the crystals form and the nature of the
growth mechanism as a function of reaction
conditions [2]. In scientific reports of this
nature, SEM images usually appear as little
more than supporting information or visual
expatiation [3] to the scientific observations and
discussions on crystal growth as gleaned from
other analytical techniques such as atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and also by powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and others.

In the last decade there has been a quantum
leap forward in the utility of SEM, which we
now dub high-resolution SEM (HRSEM).
Particular advances include: Improvement of
objective lens with smaller chromatic and spheri-
cal aberration coefficients; precise control of the
landing energy of impact electrons and therefore
a dramatic reduction in charging (the main con-
tributor to loss of information in observation of
insulating materials) whilst retaining a suitably
small probe size; and an ability to obtain selec-
tive information by tuning proper electron ener-
gy ranges and collecting angles for detection.
Important crystal features, such as mesoporous
channel openings, terminations and curvature [4]
and other surface features such as twinning and
growth fronts in zeolites [5] have been reported. 

We begin by comparing the level of detail and
various other merits between HRSEM and AFM,
then further quantify the measurable level of sur-
face topography and show that the HRSEM is
able to identify nanometer scale crystal surface
features through an elegant example, whilst at
the same time providing information on larger
crystal details - both with a high level of fidelity.
We then show that through new sample prepara-
tion techniques, the detail HRSEM can reach is
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Nanoporous materials such as zeolites and mesoporous silica crystals have attracted a lot of attention in recent years. In particular,
the incorporation of various materials such as organic molecules, or metal nanoparticles and other inorganic compounds within their
pores which give rise to fascinating new functions. For such materials, it is essential to determine their structure, composition and
mechanisms of growth in order to maximize their utility in future applications.

Recent progress in the performance of SEM is enormous, especially in low energy imaging where we can now directly observe fine
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*That said, SEM is also able to determine
the chemical composition of points on a crys-
tal by measuring the energy / wavelength of
the characteristic X-ray in energy / wave-
length dispersive spectroscopy (EDS / WDS),
respectively but the elemental information is
an average over the range of a micrometer.
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not limited to the surface of the crystal but
includes internal pore structure by cross section
analyses - the three dimension structural infor-
mation of which differs from the projected
images observed in TEM. As most porous crys-
tals are insulators, they are therefore subject to
charging which reduces image information.
Using extremely low landing energies* by a
deceleration of highly unstigmated electrons
leaving the objective lens called gentle beam
(also known as stage bias or retarding field), we
are able to remove charging whilst maintaining a
finely focused electron probe as electrons pass
through the objective lens with the column ener-
gy. We then explore the other types of detectable
contrast produced from electron irradiated sam-
ples by careful filtering and detection of emitted
electrons based on their energy using an energy
filter for secondary electrons called r-Filter and
we show that compositional contrast is extreme-
ly useful in understanding the nature of these
new and exciting materials.

Experimental, Results and
Discussion, etc.:

Instrument & Electron Interaction Overview

An SEM is composed of a number of cham-
bers. The first is a column filled with an elec-

tron source, apertures, scanning coils and lens-
es, down which an electron beam is first gener-
ated, accelerated, demagnified to a small elec-
tron probe, and then deflected in a raster fash-
ion over the area to be imaged in the main
chamber. The interaction between the impact
electrons and the sample generates a number
of different electrons such as back scattered
electrons (BE), secondary electrons (SE) and
Auger electrons and other emissions such as
characteristic and Bremsstrahlung X-rays, visi-
ble light through elastic and inelastic scattering
processes.  Inelastically generated and emitted
SEs are classified into two types called SE1
and SE2 which are produced within materials
either directly from an incident (primary) elec-
trons or from internally scattered electrons,
respectively. Therefore SE1 produces a con-
trast highly dependant upon sample surface
geometry and gives topographic information
selectively, while SE2 comes from larger
depth and volume than those of SE1, the con-
tribution of SE2 to the image reduces topo-
graphic information. It is noteworthy that
reduction of SE2 contribution to an image can
be made only by reducing the landing energy.
Characteristic X-rays, which are used for EDS
and WDS measurements, give chemical infor-
mation. Rutherford scattering of electrons
involves high scattering angles of impact elec-
trons, a detectable proportion of which are
scattered through a large enough angle such
that their resultant trajectory allows them to
exit through the sample surface as BE. As

Rutherford scattering is highly dependant upon
the electrostatic potential of the sample atom
nucleus, and therefore the atomic number, BE
therefore provides compositional contrast .
The electrons generated are collected by a
scintillator or solid state detector and the signal
is multiplied and delivered as a grayscale
value, depending upon the intensity, to a view-
ing screen that is progressively scanning in
synchronisation with the scanning beam. The
result is an image of the crystal that may be
saved to film or digital image file. All HRSEM
images in this article were taken using a JEOL
high-resolution scanning electron microscope
fitted with in-lens detector, gentle beam, cold
field emission electron source and EDS detec-
tor (JSM-7000F and JSM-7401F) installed at
Stockholm University, Sweden.

More information about the type of interac-
tions produced can be found both in reference
[6] and throughout this article. We begin by
examining topographic contrast.

Level of Information/Resolution &
Comparison With Atomic Force Microscopy

An elegant example of the power of imaging
in HRSEM compared to AFM is shown in
Figure 1. Part A shows a twinned crystal of
zeolite LTA where each twin is of similar size
and shape and considerably overlapped.
Visualisation of this twin would not be possi-
ble in AFM owing to the steep sides of the
crystal. In parts B and C, we increase the mag-
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*Landing voltage 
=accelerating (column) voltage - stage-bias voltage

Fig.1  HRSEM images of twinned crystals of zeolite LTA. (B) and (C) show the interface between the two twins located in the boxes on (A). 1 keV
landing energy, 2.5 keV column energy. In-lens detector, Sb mode (See Figure 8-1, D).

Fig.2 (A) composite HRSEM (left,
grayscale) and AFM (right, red-
scale) image of the exact same
(100) surface of the exact same
crystal of zeolite LTA. (B) Cross
section is of AFM height meas-
urements corresponding to the
purple line with a zoom in (C).
(D) whole (100) surface of zeo-
lite LTA with a magnification of
the position of prevailing screw
dislocation in (E). HRSEM: 1
keV landing energy, 2.5 keV col-
umn energy, In-lens detector, Sb
mode. AFM: Constant Force
Mode. 
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nification to two areas where the twins inter-
sect each other. The AFM would not be able to
probe into the sharp angle between these two
surfaces owing to hindrance from the tip shape
nor would it be able to image the macroporosi-
ty along the twin intersection. Surface steps are
clearly visible in Figure 1B and C implying a
high level of vertical resolution - the size of
such features is quantified below.

As discussed in the introduction, SEM has,
until recently, been unable to image surface ter-
races of nanoporous crystals which are essential
to further the understanding of their growth with
this information only reliably attained by AFM.
The topographic sensitivity is so high that sur-
face terraces on zeolite LTA of 1.2 nm are clear-
ly observable in HRSEM images. We have con-
firmed this by imaging the surface of zeolite
LTA ibidem (in the same place) using both AFM
and HRSEM and overlaying the two images as
shown in Figure 2A. It can be seen that the two
images overlap with extremely good correlation
and all the terraces visible in AFM are observ-
able in the HRSEM image. Height cross-sections
from the AFM (Figure 2.B and C) show that the
step heights are all 1.2 nm and therefore the
nominal vertical sensitivity is higher than the
guaranteed lateral resolution of the microscope
at this beam condition (1.5 nm).

HRSEM images can be collected much more
rapidly and from a larger area by HRSEM than
AFM, thus making the technique particularly

efficient. Images may also be obtained at lower
magnifications than that of the AFM and still the
terrace information is conserved (Figure 2D and
E). In AFM, the area to be scanned is limited by
the range of the piezoelectric crystal used to
move either the cantilever or the stage (depend-
ing on the type of AFM) which delineates, and
therefore distorts the image at high displacement.
The distortion in HRSEM is so slight that it can
be neglected: in Figure 3, the left hand image is
composed of four individual images of zeolite
LTL with detailed surface terraces which match
up well enough so that they join together seam-
lessly. The surface information is still conserved
as in the three digital zooms shown in Figure 3
A2 to 3A4, across the length of the crystal. 

AFM uses a physical probe, rather than a
beam of electrons, that scans in raster fashion
across the surface of the area to be observed.
The tip is therefore prone to probe-tip dilation
as can be seen in Figure 3B where the surface
crater of zeolite LTL is imaged in both AFM
(Figure 3B1) and SEM (Figure 3B2 to 3B3)
and the appearance of terrace forking, the gap
between each prong, is undetectable to the
bulky AFM probe. The latter shows much
more information about the crater detail. AFM
does not perform well when the sample sur-
face is far from orthogonal to the probe, such
cases include when crystals have rounded sur-
faces as in silicalite-2 [7] or upon examining
surfaces that intersect at obtuse angles.  

As HRSEM is unable to measure vertical
heights directly, AFM was used to confirm verti-
cal resolution illustrating one advantage of AFM
over SEM [8]. In terms of lateral resolution,
however, HRSEM is the optimum technique. We
now illustrate how this level of resolution and
contrast is not just limited to surface features but
also applicable to the internal structure of materi-
als by first using a new sample preparation tech-
nique called cross-section polishing.

Cross-Section Polishing & Comparison
With Transmission Electron Microscopy

Cross-section polishing uses a beam of acceler-
ated argon ions to polish the material of interest.
By placing a shield that is resistant to the argon
ion beam on top of the material, this shield pro-
tects a portion of the material from the abrasive
argon ion beam, and polishing occurs as shown
in Figure 4. There is a high dependancy of attri-
tion rate upon the angle between material and
direction of the argon ion beam. As the rate of
attrition is effectively zero when the surface of
the material is parallel to the argon ion beam, a
very flat cross section is therefore formed. It is
free from contamination and damage associated
with other types of polishing such as mechanical
or chemical etching [9]. In the case of porous
crystals, they are first embedded in a (preferably
conductive) medium such as silver loaded
epoxy or carbon glue before being polished. In

Fig.3  Zeolite LTL images. (A1) is a
composite of four SEM images,
the areas highlighted at the top
(magenta - A2), middle (cyan -
A3) and bottom (green - A4) of
the crystal are 2x digital zoom of
those images. Right hand crystal
is shown in both AFM (B1), SEM
(B2) and HRSEM (B3) images,
notice the probe-tip dilation effect
in the AFM reducing the amount
of information around the small
crater towards the bottom of the
crystal. HRSEM: 0.8 keV landing
energy, 2.3 keV column energy.
In-lens detector, Sb mode. AFM:
Constant Force Mode.

Fig.4  Schematic of the Cross Section Polisher as viewed from the side (top-
right) and isometrically (bottom-left). 
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Fig.5 Mesoporous silica SBA-15.
(A) and (B) are HRSEM
images of the unaltered crystals
clearly displaying surface
channels and terminations. (C)
and (D) are HRSEM of the
powder after cross section pol-
ishing, notice surface profile is
visible along with grain bound-
aries and change of channel
orientation. (e) and (f) are of
crystals with spherical mor-
phology viewed both as a cross
section (HRSEM) and projec-
tion (HRTEM), respectively.

order to reduce imperfections in the etching
process, the resin is heated or left under vacuum
when drying in order to remove air bubbles, as
these small cavities create eddies and fluctua-
tions in the otherwise homogenous stream of the
argon ion beam. It is noteworthy that much of
the atrophied material produced in the polishing
process presents enough of a volume to con-
tribute to contamination contrast. To reduce this
problem, the supports are cleaned with ethanol
before sample preparation and heated to 250°C
prior to introduction into the exchange chamber
of the HRSEM.

In Figure 5, HRSEM images of SBA-15
are shown where the mesoporous channels
terminate in corrugations on the side wall
surface or as U-turns (Figure 5A) or open
(Figure 5B) hexagonally distributed pores on
the front wall. By encapsulating these crys-
tals in a solid medium,it is possible to polish
these materials as shown in Figure 5C to 5D.
Once the internal structure is exposed it can
be seen in the HRSEM that the polishing
process is gentle enough to preserve both the
mesoporosity and the interface between the
different grains of SBA-15, the latter is invis-
ible to TEM where the size of the crystal
would be too thick for transmission and the
lack of periodicity of the interface. Similarly,
the change in orientation of the pore across
an individual crystal can be followed. This
point is reiterated in the spherical counter-
parts shown in both TEM (Figure 5F) and by
cross section polishing (Figure 5E) where the

contrast changes from lines (channels run
perpendicular to the optic axis) to spots
(channels run parallel). Cross-section polish-
ing also allows a profile view of surface ter-
minations that are visible in TEM but diffi-
cult to distingusih and disprove to be fracture
lines of a crystal fragment caused by the
compulsory crushing required to accommo-
date crystals of this size upon a TEM grid.

Gentle Beam Helps With Charging In
Insulating Porous Materials

An unfortunate occurrence when imaging
insulating specimens in HRSEM is that they
often experience a phenomenon known as
charging. This results in the masking of image
information by areas of extremely high or low
contrast or by a distortion in the image. This is
due to a build-up of unstable and in-homoge-
nous electric fields generated by either a net
deficit or surplus of electrons provided by the
impact electrons of the electron source which
then leave the sample either by conduction to
earth or by emission. These electric fields dis-
rupt the trajectory and generation of emitted
electrons. As most porous materials are com-
posed of silica, they are virtually non-conduc-
tive and so balancing of electrons within the
specimen requires tight control of the ratio of
emitted to impact electrons, known as the elec-
tron yield, σ, preferably keeping it as close as
possible to unity for a given beam condition.
The electron yield varies greatly with both sur-

face angle (thus giving rise to topographic con-
trast, as discussed above) and accelerating
energy, or more precisely, the landing energy
which is the energy electrons impact the sur-
face of the sample. The critical energy and the
general dependency of electron yield differs
from material to material but follows a general
curve with a negative gradient*. The landing
energy may be controlled to find the critical
energy which is the point below/above which
the electron yield is respectively greater/less
than unity [10]. In siliceous materials, this is
usually between 500 eV and 1.5 keV. To high-
light this we have imaged both SBA-16 and
FDU-16; one silica based and the other carbon
based, both of which possess the same structur-
al symmetry and approximately the same pore
density and shape. In Figure 6, where the con-
trast of each image is normalised against the
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) sub-
strate. As HOPG is very conductive and there-
fore has effectively a constant electron yield of
1 over all landing energy used. It can be seen in
the case of SBA-16 that the critical energy is
between 1.4 and 1.7 keV, whereas in FDU-16,
the range is much larger and at relatively higher
energies. Unfortunately for SBA-16, at the

*The function is actually hump shaped with a
second, lower critical energy at a lower landing
energy. As this side of the maxima (with a posi-
tive gradient) falls below the practical range of
current microscopes, it is removed from the
scope of this paper for pragmatic reasons.

Fig.6 Mesoporous silica SBA-16 (top row) and reciprocal carbon analogue FDU-16 (bottom row) imaged at different accelerating voltages. Contrast nor-
malized to that of the HOPG substrate. No surface bias. In-lens detector, Sb mode.
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range of desirable accelerating energies where
charging is minimised, the diffraction error and
chromatic aberration dramatically limit the
minimum possible probe diameter and resolu-
tion drops below that required to image the
important surface features [11].

To overcome the reduction in resolving
power of the SEM at accelerating energies
below 5 keV, the use of beam retardation, oth-
erwise known as gentle beam mode, has been
adopted. This is where the accelerating energy,
which determines the minimum probe size and
therefore the limit of the resolution when pass-
ing through the column (column energy), is
retarded by a negatively charged stage bias to a
lower, landing energy equal to the column
energy minus the stage bias. The landing ener-
gy used is significantly lower than that used
before in obtaining images of such high levels
of resolution. Using this method it is possible to
retain the advantage of high resolution imaging
by having a high column energy but also reduc-
ing charging effects by operating at a lower
landing energy. 

A further benefit of gentle beam is that the
electric field employed is orders of magnitude
stronger, more homogenous and more stable
than that of the small electric fields discussed
above arising from sample surfaces with steep
gradients or thin areas (i.e. tips and edges).  This
means that the stage bias supersedes the small
fields and removes streaking and localised areas
of charging, thus cancelling the disruption to the
trajectory and energy of the emitted electrons.
This can be seen in Figure 7 where a hierarchi-
cal porous material [12] templated from poly-
styrene spheres (Figure 7A) is crushed producing
many tips and edges. When imaged without and
with a relatively small stage bias of 500 eV
(Figure 7C1 to 7C2, respectively) the difference
to the improvement of the contrast is striking.
There is also an increased resolution that can be
seen as the mesopores within the walls of the
macropore owing to the higher column energy
and the mesoporosity in the macroporous wall
are  now observable (Figure 7D). 

Charging is just one way in which emitted
electrons may lower the amount of information
detected in an HRSEM image. By careful tuning
of both the landing energy and the stage bias, it
is possible to produce electrons with the maxi-
mum information desired by the user. We shall
show in the next section how it is also possible to

selectively tune the energy of emitted electrons
and the corresponding information to be gleaned
from such electrons.

r-Filter Used To Separate Different
Types of Contrast

As discussed in the overview section, elec-
trons with different energies, intensities and
trajectories are generated during SEM depen-
dant upon different factors. Fortunately, the
energy difference between secondary and
backscattered electrons is very large and
SEMs fitted with an r-Filter are capable of
independently detecting these different elec-
trons. This is done by placing a detector not
at the side of the SEM chamber but inside the
objective lens. These in-lens detectors not
only have a higher signal-to-noise ratio (as
they are catching high-angle scattered elec-
trons which are more prevalent when using
gentle beam) but also facilitate the incorpora-
tion of electrodes placed in the objective lens
which are then able to gate out/in electrons of
different energies.

This can be seen in Figure 8, where
Au@TiO2 rattlespheres [13] are observed in
Sb mode (predominantly secondary electrons,
Figure 8.1A) where the information is topo-
graphic in nature, all electrons (Figure 8.1B)
and Bs mode (predominantly back scattered
electrons, Figure 8.1C) is almost all composi-
tional contrast. By using both modes we are
able to observe gold nanoparticles both
encapsulated inside and outside the macrop-
orous TiO2 hollow spheres. The gold appears
as bright spots of contrast in Bs mode. As can
be seen in the images, both the short penetra-
tion of impact electrons with low landing
energies and large attenuity of SE electrons
allow for observation of gold particles on the
surface of the spheres (Figure 8.2A to 8.2B)
but is unable to distinguish other gold parti-
cles that are visible in the Bs mode appearing
as very bright spots of contrast below the sur-
face, encapsulated within the TiO2 shell. The
composition of both the shell and the
nanoparticles with smaller than 20 nm in
diameter are confirmed by now highly spatial-
ly resolved EDS measurements in spectra 2
and 1, respectively in Figure 8.3 - the same
area is chemically mapped in Figure 8.4 for
both titanium and gold.

Conclusion:

We have shown that HRSEM is a technique
capable of extracting nanoscopic information
both from the surface and inside nano-, meso-
and macro porous materials. Such information
is not readily accessible using other techniques
such TEM and AFM. The information is maxi-
mized using a combination of technologies
including; cross-section polishing; gentle beam
and r-Filter. By using ultra-low landing ener-
gies whilst maintaining a highly stigmated
electron probe we were able to produce images
of extremely high resolution without charging
masking the information. A more detailed
account may be found in our upcoming review
article [14].
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Introduction

Electron microscopy made it possible to
observe structures of biological components
struggling against radiation damage by an
electron beam. The induced problem caused
by damage was avoided by staining and shad-
owing methods with many technological varia-
tions and these techniques have given us
important structural knowledge about biologi-
cal cells and tissues. Higher resolution analysis
is however required to understand molecular
mechanisms of biological functions, especially
membrane proteins which were known to be
key molecules for sensing and regulating sig-
nal transduction, and for keeping energy
metabolism and functioning other activities of
cells. While observation of these molecular
structures at high resolution is essential, radia-
tion damage to bio-molecules strongly restricts
the resolution and forces us to average image
signal to improve signal to noise ratio (S/N).
As a powerful averaging technique using a
computer, single particle analysis of cryo-elec-
tron microscopy is very widely used for struc-
tural studies of biological macromolecular
complexes. The method gives us three-dimen-
sional (3D-) structures without crystals, which
are generally difficult to be grown, and is
actively used for studying many important bio-
logical targets. Although the single particle
method is growing into the most important
technique in electron microscopy by achieving
surely important structural analyses in a wide

range of biological fields, there are some
examples of inconsistent structures which were
analyzed from a same sample by the same
method. The analyzed resolution is also rather
limited because of several difficulties of the
method so far, while the single particle method
has potential ability to reach a real atomic res-
olution.  

On the other hand, electron crystallography
is particularly a good candidate for structure
analyses of membrane proteins in detail
because of the following several reasons, while
a rather smaller number of groups are so far
interested in this method. 1) Structure can be
analyzed in a membrane that gives environ-
ment for membrane proteins similar to native
conditions. 2) Structure can be analyzed even
by poor crystals while the resolution is strong-
ly related to the quality of crystals. 3) Both
sides of the crystal are kept open and have less
influence from artificial crystal packing. This
feature enables to use the freeze-trapping tech-
nique which was developed and actually used
for studying the gating mechanism of
Nicotinic Acetylcholine receptor (AChR) by
N.Unwin [1]. 4) Phase for structure analysis is
calculated directly from images and gives a
better map than that of X-ray crystallography.
Thus images and diffraction patterns of well-
ordered, planar and tubular protein-lipid crys-
tals are yielding atomic models, which show
us how the proteins are designed in biological
cells and function in native environment. 

Electron crystallography for the first time
gave us a real image of a membrane protein,
bacteriorhodopsin whose structure was ana-
lyzed by R. Henderson and N. Unwin in 1975
[2]. Whereas this method is extremely power-
ful especially for structural study of membrane

proteins as explained in the previous sentence
and R. Henderson et al. analyzed for the first
time an atomic structure of bacteriorhodopsin
based on electron crystallography [3], this
method has been spreading rather slowly in
structural biology field presumably because of
technological difficulties as well as difficulty
of crystallization of proteins. I however
believe electron crystallography could be the
core method for establishing structural physi-
ology because it enables us to analyze func-
tional structures of membrane proteins in
membrane layers at the high resolution that
enables us to discuss physiological functions.

The radiation and dehydration sensitivities of
biological molecules give us difficult chal-
lenge for high resolution structural study and
these difficulties force us to develop an effec-
tive and stable cryo-electron microscope with
a helium cooled specimen stage and a cryo-
transfer system for ice embedded samples.
Recent methodological as well as instrumental
advances, and the inclusion of tomographic
and cryo-sectioning techniques, are enabling
detailed information to be obtained from
increasingly more disordered and complex
membrane assemblies, extending the potential
of this approach. 

Development of stable and effec-
tive cryo-electron microscope

For high-resolution data collection, 2D-crys-
tals are embedded in a thin layer of amorphous
ice and/or a sugar solution for which trehalose
is recommended [4]. The specimen is then
mounted on the cryo-stage of an electron
microscope using a cryo-transfer device. In

Technological and instrumental advancements in electron microscopy have facilitated comprehension of
structures of biological components. For example, electron crystallography of membrane proteins is now
an established technique to analyze their structures in lipid bilayers which are close to the natural biological
environment. By utilizing JEOL cryo-electron microscopes with originally developed helium cooled speci-
men stages, structures of membrane proteins were analyzed at a resolution better than 0.3 nm. Here
some examples, such as water channels and gap junction channels, are discussed by focusing on their bio-
logical mechanisms through structural analyses of membrane proteins. Based on observation of structures
of membrane proteins through an electron beam, we are trying to establish a new research field named
structural physiology.
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this case, the thickness of the ice layer has to
be optimized for high resolution data collec-
tion, because the flatness of 2D-crystals is cru-
cially important especially for data collection
in the direction perpendicular to the tilting axis
at a highly tilted condition as shown in Fig. 1.
To make the crystal flat, a thinner ice layer is
better as shown in Fig. 2 but to the contrary,
such a thin layer causes dehydration problem
of sample. Namely, the best specimen prepara-
tion condition forms a very narrow hitting tar-
get and thus many trials are generally required
for high resolution data collection, especially a
resolution better than 0.3 nm. It is impossible
to accurately regulate the best thin layer for-
mation without dehydration because sample
condition and other conditions, such as density
of crystals, temperature and humidity, easily
change the thickness of the water layer on the
specimen grid. Therefore a cryo-electron
microscope (cryo-EM) with a quick specimen
exchange system and a stable stage, by which
we can try many specimen preparation condi-
tions, is inevitable. By the way, a multiple
specimen loading system is not useful for this
purpose because the optimization of water
layer requires feedback procedure. We there-
fore developed a cryo-electron microscope
with a stable helium stage as well as an effec-
tive cryo-transfer system by which we can take
a 0.2 nm resolution image of a new sample just
after finishing observation of the previous
specimen in shorter than 10 minutes and there-
fore my own record of specimen exchange fre-
quency in a day was 34 times.

The resolution of an image of a biological
macromolecule is usually limited to a value
much worse than 0.3 nm. This limitation is not
due to the resolution of the instrument but to
damage to the specimen by the electron beam.
The irradiation damage to biological crystals
was found to be reduced to about 1/10 to 1/20
with respect to the value at room temperature

when the specimen was cooled to below 20K
and 8K, respectively. We have therefore devel-
oped a super fluid helium stage that can
achieve a resolution of 0.26 nm in 1991 [5].
Thermal shield by liquid Nitrogen and Helium
tank is gold plated to minimize radiational
heat. The pot cooling specimen is cooled down
to 1.5K by superfluid helium and we call this a
1.5K pot. Although our target resolution of
electron micrographs is some thing like 0.3
nm, an instrument yielding better resolution
would be highly beneficial, because biological
molecules consist mainly of light atoms that
exhibit small atomic scattering factors in a
high-resolution range. A resolution better than
0.25 nm might be required to identify water
molecules. Then we improved the instrumental
resolution to 0.2 nm and overcome the opera-
tional difficulties [6]. We could develop the
third generation cryo-EM which is a mature
instrument for electron crystallography (Fig.
3). We modified an effective cryo-transfer sys-
tem for ice embedded specimens to an auto-
matic one which is a user friendly system and
is tested in our third generation cryo electron
microscope. After the third generation cryo-
EM, the fourth generation cryo-EM equipped
with an automatic cryo-transfer system, a field
emission gun and an omega filter was devel-
oped and the fifth generation cryo-EM was
also developed mainly for the single particle
method (Fig. 3). From the second generation
cryo-EM, we made quite a bit effort to improve
resolution as well as overcome operational diffi-
culties of the cryo-EM with a top-entry type
helium stage. Recently we developed a new
cryo-microscope, the sixth generation cryo-EM
with an outer control tilting device for electron
tomography and some other analyses. We also
improved the sixth generation cryo-EM to
accommodate a eucentric top entry helium stage
and this seventh generation cryo-EM is used for
taking tomographic images (Fig. 3). 

Carbon Sandwich technique

When we attempted structure analysis of
bacteriorhodpsin, we encountered a serious
difficulty of image shift which could be
induced by specimen charging, especially at
tilted specimen conditions, resulting in a low
probability to have good images. We took
more than 10,000 bad images to get about 200
good images as shown in Fig. 4. This is the
most serious problem for image data collection
from the two-dimensional crystals of biologi-
cal macromolecules. The image shift extin-
guishes optical diffraction spots perpendicular
to the tilt axis even in a medium or low resolu-
tion area (Fig. 4). Almost all of the images
from a tilted specimen prepared on a one-layer
carbon support tend to be deteriorated by the
image shift caused by beam-induced specimen
charging. The success ratio for obtaining high
resolution images from tilted specimens is
therefore only 2% or so. To overcome the seri-
ous problem, the carbon sandwich preparation
method, in which crystals are put between two
sheets of carbon film, was investigated. When
we used carbon sandwiched specimens, the
ratio of images which showed clear asymmet-
ric features in diffraction patterns due to the
image shift was significantly decreased as
compared to that obtained when the specimens
was supported by a single carbon film. Thus,
the carbon sandwich preparation method was
confirmed to overcome the most difficult prob-
lem and contribute to more prompt structural
analysis by electron crystallography [7].

Another benefit of the carbon sandwich tech-
nique was observed as shown by structure analy-
sis of water channel aquaporin-(AQP)0. By the
carbon sandwich technique, dehydration prob-
lem was minimized and the structure of AQP0
was analyzed at 0.19 nm [8]. At such a high res-
olution, lipid molecules in the AQP0 crystal
were clearly discriminated as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 1 Electron diffraction pattern of 2D-crystal of AQP4 at 60 degree
tilt. White line indicates the tilt axis. Although diffraction spots
at a resolution better than 0.2 nm are clearly observed in the
direction of the tilting axis, spots perpendicular to the axis are
blurred. The Blurring of diffraction spots could be attributed to
the poor flatness of the crystal.

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing explaining the relationship between flatness of 2D-
crystal and thickness of the embedded layer of it.
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Fig. 3 History of development of JEOL cryo-electron microscopes with helium stage. From the first generation cryo-EM to the seventh generation one.

Fig. 4 At untilted condition, good quality images are relatively easy to be
taken but at highly tilted condition, images tend to shift as shown
in the upper optical diffraction patterns. We threw away more than
10,000 blurred images caused by the problem of charging for tak-
ing 200 good images. The lower photograph shows piling up EM
films, all of which are bad images.

Development of cryo-EM: 1st - 7th generations
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Fig. 7  Schematic drawing of the water
channel, AQP1 explaining water
selectivity and fast water permeation
through the channel.

Water channel aquaporin-1

Water is the most abundant molecule in any
cells on the earth. The cell membranes therefore
require an effective water channel function. In
1992, a 28kD membrane protein, which was
eventually named AQP1, was identified in red
blood cells and the water channel function was
clearly shown in Xenopus oocytes [9] because
only a limited amount of water can penetrate a
simple lipid bilayer. The cell membrane exquis-
itely regulates entry and exit of ions because ion
concentration and its dynamic change are
strongly related with cell signalling functions.
The water channels, therefore, need to keep
ionic conditions in a cell, while these channels
permeate a large amount of water. The pH regu-
lation in the cell was well known to be also cru-
cially important for cell functions. The AQP1
molecule attained effective water selective
transport keeping the strict selectivity and it
gave us puzzling questions. An atomic model

analyzed at 0. 38 nm resolution by electron
crystallography gave an answer to such puzzling
questions and revealed a molecular contrivance
of water selective channel [10]. The atomic
model is interestingly a first structure of human
source membrane proteins. For accomplishing
the effective water channel functions, the struc-
ture showed peculiar structural determinants
including an unusual fold (AQP fold) as shown
in Fig. 6.

The handedness of the structure of aquapor-
in-1 was carefully examined and the right
handed helical bundle structure of AQP1 was
confirmed by using bacteriorhodopsin struc-
ture which was analyzed at an atomic resolu-
tion [11] before publication of a paper [12],
because relatively low resolution, such as 0.6
nm, did not allow anyone to construct an
atomic model but just assign a helix on a rod
shape density and required confirmation of the
handedness. The handedness was directly con-
firmed at a resolution of 0.38 nm or better at

which an atomic model was constructed as
shown in Fig. 6 in 2000 [10]. 

The critical function of AQP1 is exceptionally
high water permeability, 2 billion water mole-
cules per monomer per second. Almost all
residues within a central 2 nm zone in the pore
are highly hydrophobic, while one might expect
that AQP1 has hydrophilic pore because of the
water channel. A narrow part of the pore with
about 0.3 nm in diameter is located at the mid-
dle of the membrane where short helices HB
and HE interact with each other especially with
proline 77 and 193 of the conserved NPA
sequences. Despite the enormous capacity for
water conductance, the AQP1 pore also exhibits
marked selectivity. Water molecules were found
to be strongly oriented in the channel interior,
through alignment of their dipoles with the elec-
tric field exerted by the protein, causing water
molecules to rotate by 180 degrees upon pas-
sage [10]. Two major interaction sites for water
molecules were identified inside the channel:

Fig. 6 Structure of AQP1 monomer (a) and tetramer (b) analyzed by electron crystallography. (a)
shows characteristic AQP-fold. (b) shows end on structure with four different types of rep-
resentation.

Fig. 5 Structure of AQP0
and lipid mole-
cules in the 2D-
crystal which is a
double layered
crystal.
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Fig. 8  Structure of AQP4 analyzed at 0.32 nm resolution. End on view (a) and a double layered structure of 2D-crystal of AQP4.

the NPA and ar/R regions. The two highest
enthalpic barriers for water molecules are locat-
ed directly adjacent to the NPA region. This,
together with the water rotation that is centered
also here, renders the NPA region a major selec-
tivity filter as shown in Fig. 7. This mechanism
was named as hydrogen bond isolation mecha-
nism [10]. Contiguous hydrogen-bonded water
chains are known to be efficient proton conduc-
tors. Aquaporin must prevent proton conduction
along its pore, to maintain the proton gradient
across the cell membrane that serves as a major
energy storage mechanism. Water regulation is
crucially important for every cells and therefore
for all life forms on the earth. Unexpected struc-
tural features, such as right handed helical bun-
dle and hydrophobic channel wall, were
revealed to facilitate the water transport through
the channel. All of these findings were impossi-
ble to predict without structure analysis at high
resolution.

Structure analysis of AQP4

AQP4 is the predominant water channel in the
mammalian brain and we determined the AQP4
structure by electron crystallography of double-
layered, two-dimensional (2D-) crystals.
Analysis of the AQP4 structure was complicat-
ed by variations in the double-layered 2D crys-
tals in terms of lateral alignment and distance
between the two layers. Despite the high resolu-
tion of 0.32 nm, electron diffraction data proved
not sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between
different crystal variants. Phase data extracted
from images even at medium resolution, on the
other hand, were sensitive enough to discrimi-
nate between crystals with different arrange-
ments of the two layers. The use of a helium-
cooled electron microscope [6] and the carbon
sandwich specimen preparation technique,
which significantly increases the yield of good
images [7], allowed us to also take an image of
each crystal that produced a high-resolution dif-
fraction pattern. Classification based on the
image data, which provided phase information
to better than 0.6 nm, identified one predomi-

nant crystal type, which accounted for about
70% of the analyzed crystals that yielded a high
quality electron diffraction pattern. In this crys-
tal type, the two layers have a spacing of 4.5 nm
(molecule center to molecule center). The final
intensity data set at 0.32 nm resolution was used
to determine the AQP4 structure by molecular
replacement using the AQP1 structure. The
images (recorded after the corresponding elec-
tron diffraction patterns and used for classifica-
tion) were also used to calculate a density map
and confirmed the consistency of our structure.

Glial cells contain characteristic orthogonal
arrays in the plasma membrane, which are
especially prominent in glial end feet sur-
rounding vascular capillaries in the brain.
Immunogold labeling experiments showed that
these arrays consist of AQP4 [13]. While
AQP4 and AQP1 both function as very fast
water-selective pores, AQP4 has distinctive
biological characteristics as it forms orthogo-
nal arrays in intact membranes. Furthermore,
AQP4 exists in glial cells as a full-length pro-
tein starting with Met1 (AQP4M1) and an
alternative shorter splicing isoform that starts
with Met23 (AQP4M23). The structure allows
us to discuss how the expression ratio between
the long and short AQP4 splicing variant can
determine the size of in vivo orthogonal arrays
as shown in Fig. 8a [14]. 

AQP4 is also expressed in glial lamellae of the
hypothalamus, where it may play a role in
osmo-, thermo- and glucose-sensing. In glial
lamellae the plasma membrane forms large
junctions between individual layers, which have
been shown to contain AQP4. Interestingly,
another water channel, AQP0, forms the "thin
junctions" between fiber cells. Structure analysis
of AQP4 by double layered 2D-crystals
revealed that the molecule contains a short 310
helix in an extracellular loop, which mediates
weak but specific interactions between AQP4
molecules in the adjoining membrane [14]. This
finding suggests a previously unexpected role
for AQP4 in cell adhesion as shown in Fig. 8b.
This notion was corroborated by expression of
AQP4 in L-cells, which resulted in clustering of

the cells. Our AQP4 structure thus enables us to
propose models for the size regulation of
orthogonal arrays and channel-mediated cell
adhesion as observed in glial lamellae of the
hypothalamus. AQP4 membrane junctions may
reduce the water permeability of glial cell plas-
ma membranes, because the tight tongue-into-
groove packing of the two crystalline layers
results in a partial blockage of the extracellular
pore entrances (Fig. 8b). While the packing of
the AQP4 tetramers in the junctions must create
resistance for water flowing across the two
membranes, rapid water flow through the chan-
nels may also reduce the adhesion between
adjoining membranes. This may establish the
basis for a role of AQP4 in osmo-sensing. For
example, a high AQP4M1/AQP4M23 expres-
sion ratio would produce small AQP4 arrays
providing weak adhesion between membranes,
which could easily be separated and thus react
to small water flows resulting from small osmot-
ic differences. A low AQP4M1/AQP4M23
expression ratio, on the other hand, would result
in extensive AQP4 arrays providing relatively
strong adhesion between membranes that would
withstand large water flows associated with
large osmotic differences. Although further
experiments are needed to elucidate the inter-
play of the two functions in aquaporins and
potentially other membrane channels with adhe-
sive properties, we propose to name "adhennels"
for adhesive water and ion channels [14].

Higher resolution analysis of AQP4

Based on the electron crystallographic struc-
ture of AQP1, the hydrogen bond isolation
mechanism was proposed to explain why
AQPs are impermeable to protons despite their
very fast water conduction. The mechanism by
which AQPs exclude protons remained, how-
ever, is controversial. Therefore we present the
structure of AQP4 by electron crystallography
of double-layered two-dimensional crystals
improving resolution from the previous 0.32
nm to 0.28 nm with an accompanying
improvement in data quality resulting in the
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ability to identify seven individual water mole-
cules in the channel as shown in Fig. 9a [15].
In addition, the Fo-Fc map showed an addi-
tional spherical density at the ar/R constriction
site. Since the side chains of AQP4 around the
ar/R region were represented by clear density
(Fig. 9a) and the atoms of the protein molecule
had low temperature factors in this region, we
assigned an eighth water molecule to the
spherical density at the ar/R site. The narrow
diameter at this constriction would make it an
unfavorable position for a water molecule,
potentially explaining the weak density for the
water at this position. The two neighboring
water molecules on either side of the ar/R con-
striction, which form hydrogen bonds with the
unstable water molecule in the constriction,
showed higher temperature factors (35 Å2)
compared to those of all the other water mole-
cules in the channel (2.9 Å2 to 13.2 Å2) (Fig.
9b). The temperature factor of each water mol-
ecule in the channel is indicated at the right
side of Fig. 9b.

In X-ray crystallography, a resolution of 0.28
nm would be considered too low to see water
and lipid molecules, but our density map
resolved all water molecules in the channel as
well as five lipid molecules as shown in Fig.
10. The B-factors of the water molecules in the
pore are lower than 40 Å2 (Fig. 9b), signifi-
cantly lower than those of water molecules
seen in membrane protein structures deter-
mined by X-ray crystallography. Since every
exposure with the electron beam causes severe
radiation damage to the specimen, each 2D
crystal can only be used to collect one high-

resolution image or electron diffraction pat-
tern. Thus, to analyze the 3D structure of a
membrane protein, data have to be collected
from hundreds of 2D crystals, which has been
considered a disadvantage of electron crystal-
lography. However, our density map obtained
by electron crystallography clearly, and count-
er-intuitively, resolved seven spherical densi-
ties that could be assigned to water molecules
(Fig. 9a). The perceived weakness of electron
crystallography, that data are collected from
many different crystals, may in fact work in
our favor. We collected more than a thousand
diffraction patterns but selected only the 199
very best patterns [15], so that the final data set
includes only information from the very best
crystals. Furthermore, while we saw diffrac-
tion spots to a resolution of 0.19 nm, we trun-
cated the resolution of our density map to 0.28
nm. Due to these procedures the final lattice
line data were of exceptionally high quality.

Although we tried to prepare the specimens
as consistently as possible during the months
of data collection, there must have been varia-
tions among the specimens. As a consequence,
our map represents an average of the specimen
under various, slightly different conditions. As
we were still able to resolve water molecules
in the channel, these are presumably in defined
positions. This notion is corroborated by the
low temperature factors of the waters, ranging
from 2.9 Å2 to 35.3 Å2 (Fig. 9b), which are
significantly lower than those of the surround-
ing peptide main chain atoms. The same phe-
nomenon was observed in the electron crystal-
lographic structure of AQP0 at 0.19 nm [8].

The B-factor of the water molecule associated
with the amide groups of the NPA motifs is
1.7 Å2, while those of the surrounding main
chain atoms are in the range of 30 Å2 to 40 Å2.
The large difference in the B factors between
the water and protein atoms might be due to
the characteristic features of electron crystal-
lography and/or the enhancement of the effect
of the helical dipole moments due to the lipid
environment. In X-ray structures of AQPs in
detergent micelles, the water molecules some-
times also displayed lower temperature factors
compared to those of the surrounding main
chain atoms, but the difference is usually less
than 20 Å2. Another possible reason why we
could observe water molecules in the AQP4
channel could be attributed to the data collec-
tion at liquid helium temperature. We collected
all data for this structure analysis at stage tem-
perature of 4.2K and such a low temperature
could give clearly the lowest energy positions
for water molecules in the channel.

The eight water molecules in the AQP4 chan-
nel are in a single-file arrangement (Fig. 9a, b).
From the measured distances between succes-
sive water molecules in the channel (Fig. 9a), all
water molecules appear to form hydrogen bonds
with their neighbors (red dotted lines in Fig. 9b),
except for the water at the NPA site and the one
below it. These two waters thus seem to be sep-
arated from the other water molecules in the
channel, lending support to the hydrogen bond
isolation mechanism. The inside surface of
water channels is largely hydrophobic except for
a narrow, hydrophilic belt formed by the oxygen
atoms of the main chain carbonyl groups of

Fig. 9 Water molecules in AQP4 channel analyzed by electron crystallography at 0.28 nm resolution (a) and schematic drawing of the channel
which explain the Hydrogen bond isolation mechanism. Temperature factor of each water molecule is indicated at the right side (b).
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Fig. 10  Structure of lipid molecules and AQP4 analyzed by electron crystallography at 0.28 nm resolution.

Gly209, Ala210, Ser211, His95, Gly94 and
Gly93 and the nitrogen atoms of the side chain
amide groups of Asn213 and Asn97 of the NPA
motifs. The line of mechanically stable carbonyl
groups provides "a guide rail" of hydrogen
bonding partners for the hydrogen atoms of the
permeating water molecules as illustrated by the
red ovals in the schematic drawing shown in
Fig. 9b. Each water molecule in the single file
can thus form two or three hydrogen bonds.
Since water in bulk solution usually forms three
or four hydrogen bonds with neighboring water
molecules, water molecules entering the channel
only have to sacrifice a single hydrogen bond,
an energy cost of about 3 kcal (per mole). The
arrangement of carbonyl and amide groups in

the AQP4 channel thus dramatically lowers the
energy barrier for water molecules entering the
narrow AQP channel and allows for the very
fast water permeation through the otherwise
hydrophobic channel. 

The NPA motifs and the arrangement of the
carbonyl groups in the hydrophobic channel
together with the arrangement of the two short
pore helices HB and HE are crucially important
to break the hydrogen bond network, which pre-
vents proton conduction while maintaining fast
water permeation. The ar/R constriction site is
important for blocking H3O+ but not for the sep-
aration of hydrogen bonds. Our higher-resolu-
tion structure of AQP4 supports the hydrogen
bond isolation mechanism, which has previous-

ly been proposed based on the lower-resolution
structure of AQP1 [10] to explain the puzzling
mechanism by which water channels can con-
duct water at very high speed while completely
blocking proton permeation.

Gap junction channel

Gap junctions contain intercellular communi-
cation channels that allow a wide variety of
solutes with different sizes to be transferred
between the cytoplasm of adjacent cells. These
solutes include ions, metabolites, nucleotides,
peptides, and secondary messengers. Gap junc-
tion channels have critical roles in many biolog-
ically important processes including cardiac
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development, fertility, the immune system, and
electrical signaling in the nervous system. The
diversely expressed Connexin26 (Cx26) is the
second smallest member of the conserved mam-
malian gap junction protein family. 

We focus on the structure of Cx26 gap junction
channels and used a site specific mutant of human
Met34, hCx26M34A, because this mutant
expresses in baculovirus infected Sf9 cells at
higher quantities than wild type Cx26 infected
cells. The hCx26M34A mutant is a single site
mutation at the same position as the hCx26M34T
mutant, which can cause prelingual non-syn-
dromic hereditary deafness [16]. Although the
purified hemichannel is hexameric, the 2D arrays
obtained by dialysis showed an orthorhombic
crystal lattice. A side view of the 3D map reveals
that the crystals have a thickness of about 24 nm
and contain three lipid bilayers (labeled Mem-1,
Mem-2 and Mem-3 in Fig. 11a). Remarkably, the
map also shows that the hemichannels re-docked
through their extracellular surfaces forming com-
plete gap junction channels (Fig. 11b). This is
consistent with published results proposing exten-
sive hydrophobic surfaces in the gap region. In
bilayers Mem-1 and Mem-3, the hemichannels
show poorer density than in Mem-2 (Fig. 11c, d),
presumably because of variability in the molecu-
lar packing due to the large cytoplasmic domains
of the connexin subunits. The cytoplasmic struc-
tures in Mem-1 and Mem-3 may also be
deformed by their contact with the carbon film to
which the crystals are adsorbed in the sample
preparation procedure for cryo-electron
microscopy. By contrast, the hemichannels in
Mem-2 are protected from any forces such as the
surface tension upon specimen drying and
mechanical interactions with the carbon film.
Therefore, the structural features of the hemichan-
nels in Mem-2 should be the most accurate and,
in particular, preserve the structure of the flexible
cytoplasmic domains of the connexins. Thus, the
description of the gap junction structure is based
on the hemichannels in Mem-2 unless noted oth-
erwise.

The 3D map shows a novel density in the center
of the pore (upper left of Fig. 12) [17]. Since this
density was dramatically reduced in the structure
of N-terminal deletion mutant, it was confirmed
that the plug was formed by N-terminal helices of
six subunits in the hemichannel. The plug is locat-
ed inside of the membrane layer and forms con-
tacts with the surrounding channel wall as shown
in the upper left figure (Fig. 12), which at the con-
stricted part of the vestibule is formed by the
innermost helices 1 (Fig. 12-2). This density
strongly suggests that a plug physically blocks the
channel within the membrane. Each hemichannel
has its own plug, conferring it the ability to gate
its pore autonomously. It is possible that the tran-
sjunctional voltage sensor and the physical gate
reside exclusively within a single hemichannel.

Our Cx26 gap junction crystal structure
shows that the channel vestibule is blocked by
a physical obstruction which we call the
"plug". Structure analyzed by X-ray crystallog-
raphy at higher resolution of the open state
[18] provide more structural detail and sup-
ported our plug gating mechanisms in these
widely expressed channels.

Conclusions

The ability of electrons to form images, com-
bined with advances in cryo-technology, are
enabling us to acquire detailed structural and

chemical information about membrane proteins
in their physiological lipid and ionic settings as
shown in Fig. 13 where structures of membrane
proteins analyzed by electron crystallography
were indicated. This information complements
that obtained by x-ray diffraction of proteins in
detergent, where biological relevance of the
structure is less certain. The development of
cryo-electron tomography and real-space aver-
aging methods together with instrumental devel-
opments such as the seventh generation cryo-
EM will be extending the possibilities of obtain-
ing high resolution information from increasing-
ly complex protein-lipid arrays, and from mem-
brane specialisations in situ. 
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Fig. 12 Structure of Cx26.
Upper left figure
indicates sectional
image perpendicular
to membrane sur-
faces and numbers
(1-, 2-, and 3-) at the
upper left show the
position of each sec-
tional image parallel
to the surfaces.

Fig. 13  Structures of membrane proteins analyzed by utilizing our cryo-EM systems. 
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Introduction

The diversified properties of carbon nano-
structures (nanotubes, graphenes, fullerenes
and their derivatives) are related to their
polymorphic arrangement of carbon atoms.
Therefore the direct observation of carbon
network is of great consequence in both sci-
entific and technological viewpoints in order
to predict the physical and chemical proper-
ties of carbon nano-structures. In order to
identify the local configuration of pentagons
and hexagons in carbon nanostructures, an
electron microscope with higher spatial reso-
lution and higher sensitivity is definitely
required. Since the spatial resolution of the
conventional TEM is limited by the spherical
aberration coefficient (Cs) of its objective
lens and the wave length (λ) of the incident
electron beam, the Cs must be minimized to
achieve the best performance because the
reduction of the λ is detrimental to the car-
bon based materials due to the higher knock-
on probability. Lowering accelerating volt-
age is also beneficial to achieve the high sen-
sitivity necessary to visualize individual car-
bon atoms. The spatial resolution of 0.14 nm
(a typical C-C bond length) obtained at a
moderate accelerating voltage can offer us a
great advantage because we can realize the
visualization of carbon atomic arrangement
without massive electron irradiation damage.

Experimental

A high-resolution transmission electron

microscope (HR-TEM, JEOL JEM-2010F)
equipped with a post-specimen aberration
corrector (CEOS) was operated at a moder-
ate accelerating voltage of 120 kV. The Cs
was set to 0.5 ~ 10 µm in this work. The HR-
TEM images were obtained under a slightly
under-focus condition (∆f = -2 to -7 nm)
where a point resolution better than 0.14 nm
was achieved at 120 kV. A CCD camera
(Gatan 894) was used for the digital record-
ing of the HR-TEM images. A typical expo-
sure time is 0.5 ~ 1.0 sec for each frame and
some of the frames are superimposed after
drift-correction to enhance the contrast if
necessary. In a typical high dose condition (~
100,000 electrons/nm2), the contrast of sin-
gle carbon atoms can be well isolated with a
SN ratio > 3, which guarantees us a confi-
dence level of 80% for single carbon atom
detection. A piezo-driven stage with a
mobile electrode (Nanofactory) was used for
in situ experiment of the carbon nanostruc-
ture growth. 

Defects in carbon nanotube

The physical properties of carbon nan-
otubes are strongly dependent on its chirality
as well as atomic defects. The chiral index
(n, m) for individual single wall carbon nan-
otubes (SWNTs) can be determined by either
electron diffraction or HR-TEM [1, 2]. A
great advantage of HR-TEM lies in its capa-
bility to determine the atomic defects as well
[3]. Such defect structures of carbon materi-
als have long been of great scientific and
technological importance especially for
nuclear research. Although single vacancies,
topological defects, interstitials and their
combination were theoretically predicted, no

experimental evidence for these defects can
be provided until they are directly identified.
In order to visualize faithfully the atomic
structures of carbon nanotubes, a high spatial
resolution (~0.14 nm) is indispensable to
resolve a typical C-C bond in the carbon net-
works. Fig. 1(a) shows a HR-TEM image of
a single-wall carbon nanotube (SWNT). One
can easily see the zig-zag chains contrast
(0.21 nm apart) all over the SWNT.
Especially in the region of a red rectangle the
hexagonal structures of the carbon network
are clearly recognized (Fig. 1(b)). Note that
the hexagonal structure is only partly visible
because the local distortion and/or inclina-
tion of the tube to the incident electron beam
can largely critically affect the imaging con-
ditions. By comparing the HR-TEM image
with the image simulation and the structural
model (Fig. 1(c) and 1(d)), the examined
SWNT is proved to have a zig-zag structure
with the index of (18, 0) and is slightly rotat-
ed around the tube axis (~ 2 degree). A con-
trast line profile along the two neighboring
carbon atoms is shown in Fig. 1(e). The red
dotted curve obtained from the line profile
(experiment) in Fig. 1(b) is fitted with the
blue line profile (model) in Fig. 1(c). Both
profiles are identical and clearly show two
minima corresponding to the carbon-carbon
distance (0.14 nm), proving that the individ-
ual carbon atoms in the hexagon network
have been faithfully imaged.

Non hexagonal rings such as pentagons or
heptagons can be regarded as topological
defects within the carbon network.
Especially a C-C bond rotation has been
expected by a theory (known as the Stone-
Wales transformation) and was supposed to
lead to the pentagon-heptagon pair defect.
Fig. 2 shows a HR-TEM image of the penta-

Here we show some examples for atomic-level characterization of carbon nanostructures by means of a Cs-
corrected HR-TEM operated at 120 kV. In situ imaging of the hexagonal network of carbon nanotube enables us
to visualize the active topological defects, such as pentagons and heptagons, which are responsible for the
plastic deformation of carbon nanotube. A single atomic chain of conjugated carbon (...-C=C-C=C-...) has been
also successfully imaged and the cis-/trans-isomerization of retinal molecules is clearly identified. Individual
molecular imaging has been also demonstrated for fullerene molecules and their derivatives. The structure and
orientation of C60 and C80 molecules can be successfully identified at a single-molecular basis. Some recent
progress for in situ observation of the carbon nanotube/fullerene growth and the defect dynamics is also pre-
sented.

HR-TEM of Carbon Networks 
- Towards Individual C-C Bond Imaging -
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Fig. 1 (a) HR-TEM image of SWNT
taken at 120 kV with a JEM-
2010F equipped with a CEOS
image corrector. The chiral index
was assigned as (18, 0). (b) An
enlarged image from the rectangle
in (a). (c) Simulated image for
(18, 0) SWNT and its atomic
model (d). (e) Contrast profiles
from indicated lines in (b) and (c),
showing a typical C-C bond
length (~ 0.14 nm) can be clearly
resolved. Scale bar = 3 nm.

Fig. 2 (a)(b)(c) A pentagon-heptagon pair defect found on a SWNT after a heat treatment at 2000K. The defect is a proof of the Stone-Wales transforma-
tion due to the C-C bond rotation (d). Scale bar = 0.5 nm.

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a) (b) (c)

(d)
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should be completely different from that of
molecular crystals. Even if the radical bonds
are created due to inelastic scattering, there
should be no adjacent molecules close to
inter-link. The broken bonds can be instantly
recovered unless any possibility to make
other bonds. Consequently, no massive
structural deformation could be observed on
the isolated molecule except the knock-on
displacements. 

In order to observe the isolated molecules
by HR-TEM, the SWNTs have been used as
a specimen cell [8]. The inner surface of

SWNTs is completely inert and is therefore
very much suitable to hold the molecules
inside because the broken bonds cannot easi-
ly make new bonds with the SWNT. By put-
ting the damage-sensitive molecules inside
the SWNTs, we have eventually succeeded
to visualize the individual molecules in
motion [9,10,11]. It is well-known that the
cis/trans isomerization of the retinal chro-
mophores triggers biological activity in
rhodopsins. Also their conformation change
is crucial for animal's vision. The isomeriza-
tion and conformation changes of single

gon-heptagon pair defect of SWNT after a
heat-treatment at 2000K [4]. An FFT analy-
sis has been performed to eliminate one of
the two layers overlapped for the SWNT.
Plastic deformation of carbon nanotube
indeed relies on the mobility of these topo-
logical defects. If any topological defect can
migrate along the nanotube, this indeed
means that the nanotube exhibits plasticity.
The first experimental evidence for the
active topological defects has been demon-
strated by in situ HR-TEM [4].  Fig. 3 shows
a series of HR-TEM images of a SWNT
after heat-treatment at 2000K. Here the
hexagons are indicated by green whereas the
pentagons and heptagons are indicated by
blue and red, respectively. Although the
structure on the other layer may have affect-
ed these HR-TEM images after the FFT
analysis, these topological defects are indeed
active and do migrate along the SWNT dur-
ing the observation. This is the first atomistic
proof that SWNT can exhibit an authentic
plastic deformation which should rely on the
active topological defects [5].

The other types of atomic defects rather
than the topological defects have been also
investigated seriously. In situ HR-TEM at
elevated temperatures has shown the growth
and migration of vacancies in carbon net-
works and given a rough estimation of the
activation energy barrier for individual
vacancies as ~2.2 eV [6]. Thermal relaxation
of the Frenkel-type of defects (interstitial and
vacancy pair) between the two layers of dou-
ble wall carbon nanotubes has been also
investigated in situ [7]. The critical tempera-
ture for the annihilation of the Frenkel
defects was found around 450-500K which
is very close to the annealing temperature for
releasing the Wigner energy at 473 K.
Therefore one can eventually conclude the
Frenkel pair defects in graphite as the
Wigner source which has been a well-known
problem for half a century.

Imaging single molecules

Another important usage of the HR-TEM
with a moderate accelerating voltage is to
visualize individual molecular structures.
Organic molecules are known to suffer the
irradiation damage due to the incident elec-
trons and have been believed difficult to be
imaged by HR-TEM. A common discussion
about the difficulty in molecular imaging by
HR-TEM often relies on the extremely small
critical dose (typically several hundreds to
thousands of electrons per nm2 for protein
specimens), with which any HR-TEM can-
not attain an enough SN ratio to isolate the
contrast of molecules. Such a discussion is
valid for molecular crystal analysis because
the critical dose is generally measured by the
decrease of electron diffraction intensity. We
should note that the major damage procedure
in molecular crystal is attributed to the
"cross-linking" of the adjacent molecules,
which means that a broken bond due to the
inelastic scattering will make a new bond to
the adjacent molecules. Molecules in crystal
will be heavily deformed due to the cross-
link, which should lead to the decrease of
diffraction intensities. 

Damage process of isolated molecules

Fig. 4 Atomic models of the all-trans (a) and 11-cis (b) retinal chromophores attached to C60 mole-
cules. The carbon-carbon bonds around atom 11 are shown in red and the two methyl groups
are highlighted in blue letters. In the trans form they point in the same direction, whereas in the
cis form they do not. (c) An HR-TEM image of a Ret-C60 molecule inside a SWNT, showing
fine structures that correlate well with a simulation (d) and a best-fit model (e). General agree-
ments of discontinuous contrast, corresponding to the methyl groups (red arrows) and cyclo-
hexene (green arrow), can be found, suggesting that the image in (c) is of the all-trans isomer.
Scale bar = 1 nm.

Fig. 3 A series of HR-TEM images showing the active topological defects. The hexagons are indicat-
ed by green whereas the pentagons and heptagons are indicated by blue and red. The regions
are heavily deformed. Note that another layer has been eliminated by FFT analysis and may
have some interference on the images.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(e)

Ret(all-trans)-C60 Ret(11-cis)-C60 a11-trans
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chains of carbon have been imaged for the
first time [11]. Fig. 4 shows an example for
HR-TEM imaging of the C60 fullerenes func-
tionalized by retinal molecules. The retinal
chromophores attached to the C60 fullerenes
are clearly visualized. The retinal chro-
mophores consist of the conjugated carbon
atomic chains (...-C=C-C=C-...) and have
cis/trans isomers. The methyl groups as well
as the cyclohexene are visible. Note that we
need as much as 100,000 electrons/nm2 in
order to isolate the contrast of single retinal
chromophores. 

Isomer assignments of fullerene molecules
have also been performed [12, 13]. A C80
fullerene molecule consists of 80 carbon
atoms, consequently 12 pentagons and 30
hexagons close the cage. Here we have cho-
sen the C80 molecule with the D5d symmetry
among seven isomers. The D5d-C80 mole-
cules were encapsulated in SWNTs and
observed by HR-TEM. Fig. 5 shows a series
of HR-TEM images in which a C80 molecule
shows a rotational and translational move-
ment inside the SWNT. At t = 0 sec, a pair of
pentagons are overlapped in projection (col-

ored in orange). In the next frame at t = 45
sec, the molecule shows the four bright spots
corresponding to the pyrene-like tetracyclic
components on the both sides (colored in
orange), therefore one of the five mirror
planes of the D5d symmetry is projected. In
the last frame at t = 79 sec, a pair of two dark
lines appear and are attributed to the zig-zag
chains of the anthracene-like tricyclic com-
ponent (colored in orange). The individual
molecules can be monitored as such during
the rotational movements in SWNTs, so that
the orientation changes can be investigated at

Fig. 5 A series of HR-TEM images of a same C80 (D5d) molecule (indicated by red arrows).

Fig. 6 (a)-(h) HR-TEM images of fullerene molecules. C60-C3NH7 derivatives are attached to the surface of SWNTs. The intra-molecular structures are
clearly visible for each fullerene. Some of them suffer a considerable deformation and deviate from the spherical shape ((d) and (g) for example).
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each frame. In such a case, structural analy-
sis and isomer identification are more reli-
ably possible for the specific molecule. See
the ref. [12] for detailed analysis.

One of the disadvantages for the use of
SWNT as a specimen cell is that the HR-
TEM contrast of SWNT walls often disturbs
the molecular images and makes it difficult
to analyze an individual molecular structure.
In such a case one could try to fix the mole-
cules outside the SWNTs so that the contrast
of SWNT does not interfere with the molec-
ular images. Fig. 6 shows the HR-TEM of
C60 fullerene molecules outside the SWNTs.
Each molecule has been fixed to the SWNTs
by using a functional group of pyrrolidine
(C60-C3NH7) as an anchor and does exhibit
some intramolecular features. To corroborate
the observed HR-TEM images, the image
simulations for the C60 fullerene molecules
were systematically made in more than 30
different orientations considering the Ih sym-
metry (only 16 types are shown in Fig. 7).
Comparing the HR-TEM images with the
image simulations, the molecular orientation
can be reasonably assigned for some of the
experimental images. The molecule in Fig.
6(a) shows a six-membered ring contrast
inside which is quite close to the simulated
image of Fig. 7(I) corresponding to the C60
molecule aligned parallel to the six-fold
symmetry axis. Similarly the image in Fig.
6(b) corresponds to the simulation in Fig.
7(II), in which two pentagons are overlapped
in projection and thus give rise to a small cir-
cle contrast in the middle of the C60
fullerene. The image in Fig.6(c) is closely

equivalent to the simulated image in Fig.
7(III). It is interesting to note that the mole-
cule observed in Fig. 6(d) shows roughly ten
dark spots around the fullerene cage and
therefore may correspond again to the simu-
lation in Fig. 7(II) although this molecule
exhibits a large deformation. The image in
Fig. 6(e) again corresponds to the Fig. 7(I) in
spite of a slight misorientation. Besides all
the above, we were unable to convincingly
identify the other three molecules in Fig. 6(f,
g, h) for any orientation in simulated images.
It strongly suggests that the observed mole-
cules could have suffered a considerable
deformation [13].

In situ observation of nano-
carbon growth

One of the central topics in the nano-car-
bon research field has been the growth
mechanism of the carbon nanostructures.
Most important question is how the extra
carbon atoms can be incorporated into the
carbon networks during the growth. Do
they need an open edge with the dangling
bonds to accommodate the carbon atoms?
How can the catalytic particles help the car-
bon atoms to be incorporated into the car-
bon network? We have started a systematic
study by using an in situ HR-TEM to
answer these fundamental questions.

Jin et al. reported a non-catalytic growth
of carbon nanotube [14]. In this report a
growing carbon nanotube with the "closed

cap" has been directly observed for the first
time at high temperatures inside HR-TEM.
An asymmetric cap of the growing nan-
otube (attributed to the accumulated pen-
tagons) has been identified as the growing
sites, where the carbon dimers from the
vapor can be incorporated into the carbon
networks. It has been therefore proved that
any open edge with the carbon dangling
bonds is not necessary for the nanotubes to
grow. 

In the case of fullerene growth, we have
introduced the tungsten (W) particles as a
catalyst to promote its enlargement [15].
Fig. 8 shows a series of HR-TEM images
for the W catalyzed enlargement of
fullerenes. A W cluster (marked as white
arrowhead) suddenly jumped onto a large
fullerene (~0.9 nm in diameter, roughly
C84±4 as shown in Fig. 8 (a). Upon the
adsorption of this W cluster, the fullerene
immediately started to grow as shown in
Fig. 8(b)-(e). The W cluster was found to
migrate continuously on the fullerene cage,
and induced some local distortions on the
cage. The fullerene cage grew radially
(inflation in its diameter), instead of being
elongated, confirming that the fullerene
energetically prefers to keep a round shape.
Formation and annihilation of sharp edges
on the fullerene cage were also frequently
observed during the growth. After the W
cluster detached, the fullerene did not grow
any more as shown in Fig. 8(f). The final
diameter of the fullerene reached ~ 1.1 nm,
which can be roughly assigned as C136±8,
corresponding to an average growth speed

Fig. 7 Image simulations of C60 fullerene derivatives for various orientations (left) to be compared with the Fig. 6. Corresponding atomic models are also
shown (right). The pyrrolidine type functional groups are attached arbitrarily in the image simulations. The simulated image for the molecule oriented
to the six-fold axis (I) fits quite well with the observed images of Fig. 6(a) for example.
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of about 0.5 atom/sec. 
From the experiments shown above we

can reasonably derive that a major growth
mechanism of fullerene or nanotube should
be the carbon atoms incorporation into the
adjacent pentagon sites and the re-arrange-
ment of carbon networks afterwards possi-
bly due to the Stone-Wales transformations.
However this, the open edges with the car-
bon dangling bonds have been also identi-
fied for the nanotube and graphene layers
during or after the high-temperature heat
treatments [16, 17].

Conclusion

We have shown here how a Cs-corrected
HR-TEM at a moderate accelerating volt-
age (120 kV) can be applied to visualize the
carbon nanostructures. In order to isolate
the single atom contrast of a light element
(Z = 6 for carbon) from the noise level, a
relatively large number of electrons are
required. We estimate that ~ 100,000 elec-
trons/nm2 are required to achieve a confi-
dence level of 80% for the single carbon
atom detection with the spatial resolution of
~ 0.14 nm. It is easy to see the carbon
atoms if they were completely immobile
during the observation because we can sim-
ply increase the exposure time to achieve a
higher SN ratio and a higher spatial resolu-
tion. In most cases the carbon atoms and
molecules are constantly moving during the
observations due to the impact of the inci-

dent electron beam and therefore HR-TEM
imaging of these atoms and molecules
requires the minimum electron doses.
Employing higher accelerating voltage is
completely disadvantageous for the faster
HR-TEM imaging of light elements
because it should merely increase the
knock-on probabilities. Both of Low-volt-
age TEM with a sophisticated electron
optics and a high efficiency detector are
required for the further in situ observations
of moving atoms (e.g., chemical reactions).
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Introduction

Flavonoids are plant phenolic compounds
that are widely distributed in foods and bever-
ages [1]. They have been extensively studied
with regard to their antioxidative and cytopro-
tective properties in various biological models
[2-5]. They can protect against oxidative
stress by scavenging reactive oxygen interme-
diates [6-8] and also by chelating iron [9].
Since oxidative damage to biomolecules, such
as DNA and carbohydrate, proteins or polyun-
saturated fatty acids is thought to play a sig-
nificant role in mutagenesis, cancer, aging,
and other human pathologies, considerable
attention has been focused on the develop-
ment of antioxidants to prevent or to treat dis-
eases associated with oxidative stress [3, 10].
However, there is also some evidence that
flavonoids themselves are mutagenic [11-14]
and carcinogenic [15, 16] in both bacterial and
mammalian experimental systems. The
process that damages DNA, and is thus
responsible for DNA alterations and genotoxi-
city, could be accelerated by the effects of
metal ions, as naturally occurring metal con-
stituents of the nucleus. Indeed, while
quercetin is known to be a powerful antioxi-
dant that scavenges free radicals associated
with lipid peroxidation, the dietary adminis-
tration of excessive quercetin has been report-
ed to induce renal tubule adenomas and ade-

Studies on Natural Antioxidant Derivatives: Enhanced
Radical-Scavenging and Reduced Prooxidant Activities

nocarcinomas in male rats [15], as well as
intestinal and bladder cancer in rats [16].
There is also considerable evidence that
quercetin induces extensive DNA damage and
forms 8-oxodG by reacting with Cu(II) [17].
Therefore, in order to develop an antioxidant
for clinical use, a compound having a strong
antioxidative activity but with a weak prooxi-
dant effect has been desired. 

Planar Catechin Analogue

Quercetin protects against oxidant injury
and cell death [18] by scavenging free radicals
[19, 20], thereby preventing lipid peroxidation
[21] and terminating chain-radical reactions
[22]. However, in the case of (+)-catechin
(Cat), there have only been a few reports on
this use for the treatment of free radical-asso-
ciated disease, even though the mechanism of
oxygen radical scavenging has been well stud-
ied [23, 24]. The superior antioxidant ability
of quercetin results from the formation of a
stable radical, due to the C2-C3 double bond
and the resulting planar geometry which delo-
calizes the radical throughout the entire mole-
cule [25]. Since the B ring in Cat is known to
be perpendicular to the A ring [26], the radi-
cal-scavenging ability of Cat might be
improved by constraining the geometry of Cat
to be planar. Therefore, planar catechin ana-
logue (PC1) with respect to the chroman and
catechol moieties of Cat was synthesized via
oxo-Pictet-Spengler reaction, by taking advan-
tage of the formation of a bridge between the
3-OH group on ring C and C6’ on ring B as

shown in Figure 1 [27]. Typically, Cat and
1.2 equivalents of acetone in THF were treat-
ed with 1.2 equivalents of trimethylsilyl triflu-
oromethane sulfonate at -5°C to form the PC1
in 3 hours. The planarity of PC1 was con-
firmed by single-crystal X-ray crystallogra-
phy. X-ray analysis also showed that the stere-
ochemistry of 3-H on ring C was maintained
throughout the reaction without any acid-cat-
alyzed racemization. Although the PC1 syn-
thesized by the reaction has two methyl
groups as side chains, it is possible to synthe-
size planar catechin analogues so that the
lipophilicity is controlled by varying the
length of the alkyl side chains in place of
methyl groups, by using ketones with alkyl
side chains in this reaction.  

Antioxidative properties

The radical-scavenging activities of Cat and
PC1 as well as that of quercetin were com-
pared using the galvinoxyl radical (G•) as an
oxyl radical species (Figure 2) [27]. Upon
addition of Cat to a deaerated acetonitrile
(MeCN) solution of G•, the absorption band at
428 nm due to G• disappeared immediately.
This indicated that hydrogen abstraction from
one of the OH groups on the B ring of Cat by
G• had taken place to give the (+)-catechin
radical and hydrogenated G• (GH). The decay
of the absorbance at 428 nm due to G• obeyed
pseudo-first-order kinetics when the concen-
tration of Cat was maintained at more than 10-
fold excess of the G• concentration. From the
linear plot of the observed pseudo-first-order
rate constant (kobs) vs. the Cat concentration,
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we determined that the second-order rate con-
stant (k) for hydrogen abstraction of CA by G•

was 2.34 � 102 M–1 s–1. The k values for PC1
and quercetin were determined in the same
manner to be 1.12 � 103 M–1 s–1 and 1.08 �
103 M–1 s–1, respectively. Thus, the k values
for PC1 and quercetin are about 5-fold larger
than that for Cat. These results suggest that
molecular planarity is essential for the radical-
scavenging ability of antioxidants.

The hydroxyl radical is the most reactive
oxygen-derived free radical and is responsible
for aging and free radical-mediated injury.
Therefore, the effects of Cat, PC1, and
quercetin on hydroxyl radical-mediated DNA
breakage were investigated. DNA-strand scis-
sion in supercoiled pBR322DNA was induced
by a hydroxyl radical-generating system using
hydrogen peroxide in the presence of Fe3+

(Fenton reaction). As shown in Figure 3, Cat
at a high concentration (1.25 and 2.5 mM)
suppressed DNA strand breakage, while at a
low concentration (0.25 mM) it exhibited pro-
oxidant properties, consistent with enhanced
DNA cleavage in comparison to cleavage
without antioxidant. Quercetin only showed
pro-oxidant effects at 0.25 and 1.25 mM. The
measured pro-oxidant effects of Cat and
quercetin may be attributed to autoxidation of
the antioxidant in the presence of transition
metal, leading to the generation of primary
radicals such as the hydroxyl radical. In con-
trast to the pro-oxidant effects of Cat and
quercetin, the addition of PC1 protected DNA
from Fenton reaction-mediated damage at all
concentrations tested. PC1 exhibited marked
hydroxyl radical-scavenging ability, which

exceeded that of Cat. Since PC1 is very
lipophilic compared to Cat (data not shown),
the high radical-scavenging ability of PC1
might be very useful for suppressing free-radi-
cal associated events, especially in the cell
membrane.

Radical scavenging mechanism

Considering the radical scavenging mecha-
nism of phenolic compounds, there are two
possibilities in the mechanism of hydrogen
transfer reactions: either a one-step hydrogen
atom transfer or an electron transfer followed
by proton transfer. We have recently reported
that the hydrogen transfer from Cat to G• or
cumylperoxyl radical proceeds via electron
transfer from Cat to G• or cumylperoxyl radi-
cal [28]. This transfer is accelerated in the
presence of metal ions such as Mg2+ or Sc3+,
followed by proton transfer. In such cases, the
coordination of the metal ion to the one-elec-
tron reduced species of G• or cumylperoxyl
radical may stabilize the product, resulting in
acceleration of the electron transfer process.
On the other hand, the hydrogen transfer reac-
tion of vitamin E proceeds via a one-step
hydrogen atom transfer process, in this case
there is no effect of metal ions on the hydro-
gen transfer rate from vitamin E analogues to
the G• [29-31]. Therefore, the effect of a metal
ion on the rate of hydrogen transfer from PC1
to cumylperoxyl radical can distinguish
between one-step hydrogen atom transfer and
electron transfer mechanisms in the radical
scavenging reaction of PC1. 

The kinetics of hydrogen transfer from Cat

and PC1 to cumylperoxyl radical has been
examined in propionitrile (EtCN) at low tem-
perature (203K) by use of ESR [32]. The pho-
toirradiation of an oxygen-saturated EtCN
solution containing di-t-butylperoxide
(tBuOOtBu) and cumene with a 1000 W high-
pressure mercury lamp results in formation of
cumylperoxyl radical (PhCMe2OO•), which
was readily detected by a JEOL X-band spec-
trometer (JES-ME-1X). The cumylperoxyl
radical is formed via a radical chain process
shown in Figure 4. The photoirradiation of
tBuOOtBu results in the homolytic cleavage of
the O–O bond to produce tBuO•, which
abstracts a hydrogen from cumene to give
cumyl radical, followed by the facile addition
of oxygen to cumyl radical. The cumylperoxyl
radical can also abstract a hydrogen atom
from cumene in the propagation step to yield
cumene hydroperoxide, accompanied by
regeneration of cumyl radical. When the light
is cut off, the ESR signal intensity decays
obeying second-order kinetics due to the
bimolecular reaction. In the presence of PC1,
however, the decay rate of cumylperoxyl radi-
cal after cutting off the light becomes much
faster than that in the absence of PC1. The
decay rate in the presence of PC1 (1.0 � 10–4

M) obeys pseudo-first-order kinetics. This
decay process is ascribed to hydrogen transfer
from PC1 to cumylperoxyl radical (Figure 4).
From the slope of the linear plot of kobs vs
concentration of PC1 is determined the sec-
ond-order rate constant (k) for the hydrogen
transfer from PC1 to cumylperoxyl radical as
9.7 � 102 M–1 s–1 in EtCN at 203K. The k
value for Cat was also determined in the same
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manner as 6.0 � 102 M–1 s–1, showing that the
hydrogen transfer rate from PC1 to cumylper-
oxyl radical is significantly faster than that
from Cat.  By using this system, the effect of a
metal ion on the k value of PC1 was exam-
ined. As in the case of Cat, the hydrogen
transfer from PC1 to cumylperoxyl radical
was significantly accelerated by the presence
of Sc(OSO2CF3)3 as shown in Figure 5. Thus,
the hydrogen transfer from PC1 to cumylper-
oxyl radical also proceed via electron transfer
from PC1 to cumylperoxyl radical followed
by proton transfer from PC1•+ to one-electron
reduced species cumylperoxyl radical as
shown in Figure 6.

One-electron oxidation potential 

The larger k value of PC1 as compared to
that of Cat may be ascribed to the stability of
the radical cation of PC1 (PC1•+), which is
produced in the electron transfer from PC1
to cumylperoxyl radical. The electron-donat-
ing i-propyl group at the B ring of PC1 may
significantly stabilize PC1•+, resulting in the
acceleration of the electron-transfer step. In
such a case, the oxidation potential of PC1 is
expected to be more negative than that of
Cat. To determine the oxidation potential of
PC1, the cyclic voltammogram of PC1 was
recorded in MeCN containing 0.1 M TBAP
as a supporting electrolyte at 298K. Two
irreversible oxidation (anodic) peaks were
observed at 1.22 V and 1.41 V vs SCE. A
similar cyclic voltammogram was obtained

for Cat, which exhibits irreversible oxidation
peaks at 1.16 V and 1.35 V vs SCE. This
indicates that the radical cation of Cat is too
unstable at the time scale of CV measure-
ments. The second-harmonic alternating cur-
rent voltammetry (SHACV) method is
known to provide a superior approach to
directly evaluating one-electron redox poten-
tials in the presence of follow-up chemical
reaction, relative to the better-known DC and
fundamental harmonic AC method, the
SHACV method is applied to determine the
oxidation potentials (E0

ox) of PC1 and Cat in
MeCN containing 0.1 M TBAP at 298K
[40]. The E0

ox value of PC1 thus determined
(1.01 V vs SCE) is significantly more nega-
tive than that of Cat (1.18 V vs SCE) as
expected above [32]. Thus, PC1 may under-
go one-electron oxidation by cumylperoxyl
radical more easily than Cat, showing excel-
lent radical-scavenging ability.

Reduced prooxidant property

The antioxidant effects of flavonoids
undoubtedly contribute to their chemopreven-
tive activities. However, the fact that
flavonoids themselves have antibacterial and
bactericidal activities, as well as being muta-
genic and pro-/co-carcinogenic, should be
considered when contemplating their clinical
use. Their harmful effects are thought to be
due to their prooxidant activities. In the pres-
ence of Cu(II), Cat induces oxidative DNA
damage and fatty acid peroxidation, due to

production of reactive oxygen species via
electron transfer from Cat to molecular oxy-
gen mediated by Cu(II). However, this prooxi-
dant effect is also observed for the dianion of
Cat produced by the reaction between Cat and
2 equiv. of tetramethylammonium methoxide
[33, 34]. The one electron-transfer reaction
from dianion to molecular oxygen proceeds to
form O2

•-. The same reaction is also shown by
the dianion (PC12-) of PC1, forming O2

•- by
electron-transfer oxidation from PC12- to O2
as confirmed by a JEOL X-band spectrometer
(JES-FA100) [35]. A characteristic ESR g//

value of 2.070 due to O2
•-, together with an

ESR g// value of 2.050 for protonated O2
•-

(HO2
•) was observed for an O2-saturated

MeCN solution of PC1 and 2 equiv of
methoxide (MeO-) at 77K, as shown in
Figure 7b. During O2

•- generation, the result-
ant radical anion from PC1 underwent an
intramolecular proton transfer to give an o-
semiquinone radical anion form (PC1•-), with
a characteristic ESR g value of 2.0048 at
298K, as shown in Figure 7a.  

If one molecule of PC12- reacts with one
molecule of O2, the rate of electron transfer
from PC12- to molecular oxygen should
show first-order dependence. In fact, the
increase in absorbance at 485 nm due to the
radical anion of PC1 obeyed pseudo-first-
order kinetics under conditions where the O2
concentration was maintained at more than
10-fold excess relative to the PC12- concen-
tration. The kobs increases linearly with
increases in O2 concentration. The slope of
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Fig. 5 Plot of k vs [Sc3+] in the reaction of PC1 to cumylperoxyl radical in
the presence of Sc(OSO2CF3)3 in EtCN at 203K.
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the linear plot of kobs vs. [O2] gave the sec-
ond-order rate constant of the electron trans-
fer (ket) from PC12- to O2: 2.8 � 10-2 M-1s-1.
This ket value is about half of that determined
for Cat (5.8 � 10-2 M-1s-1), indicating that
electron transfer from PC12- to O2 proceeds
slower than from Cat. While PC1 provides
efficient protection against DNA strand
breakage induced by Fenton reaction, the
low ket value implies that, in physiologically
relevant systems, the ability of PC1 to gener-
ate oxygen radicals responsible for its proox-
idant activity might not be as high as that of
Cat. Among natural antioxidants, �-toco-
pherol and ascorbic acid are typical com-
pounds which are useful for the treatment or
prevention of diseases associated with oxida-
tive stress. However, administrating a large
amount of such antioxidants is unfavorable
because of their prooxidant properties, simi-
larly to Cat or quercetin. Therefore, the use
of PC1, rather than natural antioxidants such

as Cat, quercetin, �-tocopherol, ascorbic
acid, etc., might be favorable for the treat-
ment of diseases associated with oxidative
stress due to suppression of oxidant injury as
a side-effect arising from the antioxidant
itself.

Biological properties

In addition to antioxidant ability, catechin
is known to have several biological activi-
ties, including anti-allergic effects, inhibition
of �-glucosidase, antibacterial, antivirus, and
antitumor activities, though none of these
activities are particularly strong. Therefore,
the inhibitory effects of PC1 on �–glucosi-
dase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
Bacillus stearothermophilus were evaluated
[36]. Surprisingly, in contrast to the relative-
ly weak inhibitory effect of catechin with an
IC50 > 500 µM, PC1 exhibited strong
inhibitory effects of the respective �–gly-

cosidases with IC50 = 1.2 µM (S. cerevisiae)
and 0.7 µM (B. stearothermophilus). As
�–glycosidase catalyzes the final step in the
digestive process of carbohydrates, the
strong inhibitory effect on �–glycosidase
suggested that PC1 may be used as a lead
compound for the development of antidiabet-
ic therapeutics, similar to Acarbose and
Voglibose which are known to reduce post-
prandial hyperglycemia primarily by inter-
fering with carbohydrate digesting enzymes
and delaying glucose absorption. 

Potent antiviral activity of PC1 was also
shown by significant inhibition of Newcastle
Disease Virus infection of BHK cells [36].
Considering the strong inhibitory effect on
�–glucosidase, the antiviral activity of PC1
may be attributed to inhibition of �- glucosi-
dase during protein synthesis that is essential
for virus proliferation [37].

Methyl Resveratrol

Resveratrol

Resveratrol (3,4’,5,4’-trihydroxy-trans-stil-
benetrans-3,4’,5-trihydroxystilbene) is a natu-
ral phytoalexin present in grapes and wine,
which that has been shown to play an essential
role in the prevention of several human
pathological processes including, such as
inflammation [38], atherosclerosis [39] and
carcinogenesis [40]. The cancer preventive
activity of resveratrol is linked to its ability to
eliminate free radicals and to reduce oxidative
and mutagenic stress. It has been demonstrat-
ed that resveratrol suppresses lipid peroxida-
tion by both scavenging of the free radicals
and chelation of copper [41]. Among three
hydroxyl groups in resveratrol, and 4’-hydrox-
yl group is essential for radical-scavenging
activities [42-44]. Besides, 4’-hydroxyl group
has been primarily responsible for copper
binding property [45]. In addition to the meri-
toriousits beneficial effects, resveratrol is
genotoxic, inducing a high frequency of chro-
mosomal aberrations (CA), micronucleus, and
sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) in vitro
[46]. SCE is induced during DNA replication,
and the formation is a result of homologous
recombination. As shown in Figure 8, resver-
atrol is a potent inducer of SCE.

In this regard, we have shown that resvera-
trol is able to mediate Cu(II)-dependent DNA
strand scission under neutral conditions [47].
It has also been shown that DNA cleavage is
more likely caused by a copper-peroxide
complex as the reactive species rather than by
a freely diffusible oxygen species. However,
the structural feature of resveratrol that is
effective for DNA cleavage is still unknown.
We have then designed to explore the sub-
strate specificity of synthesized hydroxystil-
bene derivatives for Cu(II) and DNA binding
[48]. To confirm the electrostatic interaction
of hydroxylated stilbene with both Cu(II) and
DNA, ESR signals of Cu(II) were observed in
the presence of resveratrol or its analogues
together with calf thymus DNA by using a
JEOL X-band spectrometer (JES-FE 2XG).
Once the ternary complex of Cu(II)-resvera-
trol-DNA, which is due to the efficient bind-
ing affinities of resveratrol with both Cu(II)
and DNA, is formed, the complex may result
due to its high DNA-cleaving ability. Figure



9 shows that an ESR signal of Cu(II) became
multiple upon the addition of DNA, consis-
tent with the fact that Cu(II) complexes DNA.
In fact, the decrease in the peak height of
Cu(II) in a solution of calf thymus DNA is
due to the intercalation of Cu(II) with a large
molecule of DNA, which limits the mobility
of Cu(II). When resveratrol was added to the
solution of Cu(II)-DNA complex, the peak
height of the ESR signal was reduced to one-
half of that of the Cu(II)-DNA complex and
the resonance was weakened, suggesting that
resveratrol was bound to Cu(II)-DNA com-
plex and thus induced the reduction of Cu(II),
which was converted to an ESR-silent
species, very likely Cu(I). If the binding of
Cu(II) to DNA decreases with the addition of
resveratrol, the signal of Cu(II) should
increase to the height of unbound Cu(II). An
increase in peak height was also not observed
for other resveratrol analogues, suggesting
that Cu(II) remains in a complex with DNA
even after the addition of resveratrol and its
analogues. Compared to the reduction of
Cu(II) to Cu(I) by resveratrol, an efficient
reduction of the peak height of Cu(II)-DNA
complex was not observed with the addition
of isoresveratrol (d). It is possible that the
insufficient binding affinity of d with both
DNA and Cu(II) may impair the highly effi-

cient reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I). Similarly, e
affected the spectra of Cu(II)-DNA with effi-
cient reducing and broadening, whereas there
was no effect on the spectra of Cu(II)-DNA
upon the addition of f, indicating that the
reductive activation of Cu(II) is accelerated
by electrostatic interaction of a hydroxyl
group at the 4’-position .

Methyl resveratrol

Structure-activity relationship studies of
resveratrol analogues revealed that the 4’-
hydroxyl group, besides being essential for
antioxidative activity, is also responsible for
the in vitro cytogenetic activity of resveratrol
[45, 48]. In this regard, our challenge is to
create novel resveratrol analogues that not
only exert enhanced antioxidative abilities
but also have reduced in vitro genotoxicity.
Such analogues could lead to the develop-
ment of new drugs against various diseases,
particularly those related to oxidative stress.
In our attempt to design new resveratrol ana-
logues, we focused on the methyl groups of
the tocopherol due to their proven antioxida-
tive effects on the aromatic ring [29]. In par-
ticular, methyl groups at the ortho position to
the hydroxyl group contributes to delocaliza-
tion of the unpaired electron of the corre-

sponding phenoxyl radical, which is generat-
ed in the reaction with radical species, due to
hyperconjugation. In this study, we describe
resveratrol analogues where methyl groups
are introduced into the ortho position of 4’-
hydroxyl group as shown in Figure 10 [49].
Methyl groups were also introduced at the 4’
position para to the 4’-hydroxyl group. These
designed methyl derivatives (11 and 12) of
resveratrol, 4-methylresveratrol (13) and its
methyl derivatives (14 and 15) were synthe-
sized by means of Wittig-Horner reactions
between appropriate dibenzyloxybenzylphos-
phonic acid diethylesters (1, 2) and benzy-
loxybenzaldhydes (3, 4, 5), followed by
deprotection using AlCl3 and N,N-dimethyl-
aniline. Trans geometries of these com-
pounds were confirmed by their coupling
constants (16.0–16.4 Hz) for the olefinic pro-
ton.

Effect on the antioxidative property

The radical scavenging activities of resvera-
trol and its analogues were evaluated by the
hydrogen transfer reaction using G• as an oxyl
radical species [49]. The hydrogen abstraction
from resveratrols by G• in deaerated MeCN
was monitored the decrease of absorbance at
428 nm due to G• that obeyed pseudo-first-
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Fig. 10 Synthesis of methyl analogues of resveratrol.

Fig. 9 Effect of resveratrol and its analogues on the ESR spec-
tra of Cu(II) in the presence of calf thymus DNA.
Spectra A is CuCl2 and spectra B-F show after addition
of 2 mM nucleotide phosphate of calf thymus DNA in
the absence (B) or presence of 1 mM chemicals (C:
resveratrol; D: d; E: e; F: f ). All spectra were recorded
after incubation for 30 min at room temperature.
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Fig. 11 (a) ESR spectrum of phenoxyl radical generated in the reaction of 15 (5.0 � 10-4 M) with G• (5.0 � 10-5 M) in deaerated MeCN at 298K. (b) The
computer simulation spectrum.

Fig. 12 (a) Micrograph of representative chromosomes in CHL cells treated with 20 µg/ml of resveratrol or 15 for 48 h. Arrows indicate the structural CA.
(b) Results of CAs induced in vitro by resveratrol and methyl analogues.
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order kinetics, when the concentration of
resveratrols was maintained at more than a 10-
fold excess of the G• concentration. The sec-
ond-order rate constant (k) for hydrogen
abstraction was determined from the linear
plot of pseudo-first-order rate constant vs the
resveratrol concentration. 3’-Methylresveratrol
(11), where one methyl group was introduced
at the ortho position relative to the 4’-hydrox-
yl group, showed a significantly increased
radical scavenging activity compared to
resveratrol. A greater k value was also
obtained in compound 12, which has methyl
groups at both positions ortho to 4’-hydroxyl
group. In comparison to resveratrol, a 6-fold
greater k value was observed with 4-methyl-
resveratrol (13), indicating that the 4-methyl
group also affects the radical scavenging

activities of the 4’-hydroxyl group. Similar to
the methyl analogues (11 and 12) of resvera-
trol, the k value of 13 was increased by the
introduction of methyl ortho to the 4’-hydrox-
yl group. Among resveratrol and its deriva-
tives, compound 15 had the strongest antiox-
idative activity with a 60-fold greater k value
than that of resveratrol.

In order to verify that the o-methyl group
contributes to delocalization of the unpaired
electron in the corresponding phenoxyl radi-
cal, the ESR spectrum was measured for a
solution containing 15 and G• by a JEOL X-
band spectrometer (JES-FA100) as shown in
Figure 11a. The observed ESR signals were
characterized as the phenoxyl radical derived
from 15 by computer simulation with the
hyperfine splitting (hfs) values (aCH3

3’(3H),

aCH3
5’(3H) = 0.141 mT, aH

�(1H) = 0.601 mT)
as shown in Figure 11b. We clearly demon-
strated that the delocalization of the unpaired
electron to the o-methyl groups by hypercon-
jugation results in the stronger antioxidative
ability of o-methyl derivatives as compared to
resveratrol.

Effect on the genotoxicity

We next considered the effect of the o-
methyl group on genotoxicity of resveratrol
by means of the frequency of CA [49].
Chinese hamster lung (CHL) cells were incu-
bated with resveratrol and its analogues for 48
h, and the number of cells with structural CAs
was counted after chromosome preparation.
Figure 12a is a typical result of CA tests and
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the frequency of CA is summarized in Figure
12b. In agreement with a previous report,
resveratrol induced a high frequency of CA
consisting of obvious chromatid gaps and
chromatid breaks. 4-Methylresveratrol (13)
showed a slightly higher frequency of CA
compared to resveratrol. Remarkably, o-
methyl groups relative to 4’-hydroxyl group
resulted in reduced genotoxicity. In the case of
15, chromosomes were almost normal as
shown in Figure 12a. It is noteworthy that the
frequency of CA induced by 11 and 14 was
low, whilst CA induced by 12 and 15 was
almost insignificant. These results suggest that
two methyl substitutions reduce CA even
more significantly than a single methyl substi-
tution. 

Conclusion

The primary goal of this project was to
develop a novel antioxidant, with potential for
clinical usage and/or chemoprevention of dis-
eases associated with reactive oxygen species.
The planar catechin analogue that we synthe-
sized from Cat was constrained to be planar
compared with the structure of Cat, by taking
advantage of the formation of a bridge
between the 3-OH group on ring C and C6’ on
ring B. As compared with Cat, PC1 showed
strong radical scavenging activities towards
both galvinoxyl radicals and cumylperoxyl
radicals. The O2

•- generating ability of the
dianion form of PC1 was much lower than
that of Cat, suggesting that PC1 may be a
promising novel antioxidant with reduced
prooxidant activity. In fact, PC1 inhibited
DNA-strand scission induced by the Fenton
reaction efficiently, whereas Cat exhibited not
only antioxidant properties in the same reac-
tion but also prooxidant properties consistent
with enhanced DNA strand cleavage. The pre-
vention of polyphenols toward coronary dis-
eases and cancer is due to antioxidant proper-
ties of polyphenols which should rely, at least
in part, on their ability to inhibit lipid peroxi-
dation in plasma low-density lipoproteins
(LDL). The proper lipophilicity of PC1 owing
to its molecular planarity might be favorable
for its antioxidant effect into LDL or cell
membrane. If the hydrophobicity of PC1
could be controlled so as to fine-tune its mem-
brane binding and penetration into the phos-
pholipid bilayer, PC1 might be valuable in the
development of a new type of clinically useful
antioxidant. Therefore the synthesis of planar
catechin analogues, the lipophicity of which is
controlled by changing the length of the alkyl
chains instead of methyl group in PC1 and
their antioxidant abilities are currently under-
way in our laboratories [50].  

We have also described the synthesis,
antioxidative ability and genotoxicity of
resveratrol analogues with methyl groups
ortho to the 4’-hydroxyl group. We demon-
strated enhanced antioxidative activity cou-
pled with reduced genotoxicity, rendering the
methyl analogues 11–15 potentially valuable
for development of drugs effective for vari-
ous types of diseases caused by oxidative
stress. The genotoxicity of resveratrol has
been attributed to scavenging of tyrosyl free
radicals in the R2 subunit of ribonucleotide
reductase that catalyzes the rate limiting step

of de novo DNA synthesis [51]. We previ-
ously reported that the 4’-hydroxyl group is
responsible for scavenging tyrosyl radicals,
which cause SCE and CA [52]. Therefore, it
is possible that the lower CA frequency for
11–15 as compared to resveratrol could be
explained by the steric hindrance of the o-
methyl group with respect to the radical scav-
enging reaction between the 4’-hydroxyl
group and the tyrosyl radical. Comparison of
resveratrol and its o-methyl analogue (11 and
12) to the 4-methyl analogues (13-15), which
have increased CA, shows a potential func-
tional relationship between structure and
enhanced radical scavenging activity. Further
detailed insight and in vivo studies to fully
exploit these potential benefits are currently
underway.
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Introduction 

Development of the nanoimprint is pro-
gressing as a technique which makes nanome-
ter-scale patterns. Nanoimprint is a technique
extended from hot embossing which uses a
heat-cycle process, or 2P method (Photo
Polymerization) which uses photo-sensitive
polymer. Nanoimprint lithography was pro-
posed by S. Chou, then-Professor of
University of Minnesota in 1995. He showed
that nanoimprint was able to be used as lithog-
raphy by removing residual layer with oxygen
ashing, and demonstrated that this technique
can transfer a fine pattern of 200 nm or less
[1], and he named it "Nanoimprint Lithography
(NIL)." This proposal is a starting point which
attracts attention as mass production technique
in the nanotechnology field in recent years. At
present, two techniques are being studied for
practical applications of NIL. One is Next
Generation Lithography (NGL) for semicon-
ductor, and another is patterned media for
hard disk drive that is aimed at high-density
magnetic recording.

Development of Nanoimprint Mold Using JBX-9300FS

NIL was selected as one of candidate tech-
niques of semiconductor lithography as NGL
in the 2003 edition of the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor
(ITRS). Since then, we have been developing
the nanoimprint mold because we situated
mold technology as an extension of pho-
tomask technology. Furthermore, utilizing the
technique cultivated through this develop-
ment, we have undertaken the mold develop-
ment for patterned media. This paper shows
the progress of these developments by sum-
marizing the reports presented at various tech-
nical symposiums up to now.

Writing Accuracy of JBX-9300FS

For writing advanced photomask patterns, an
electron-beam writer such as the JEOL JBX-
3050MV, which uses a Variable Shaped
(Electron) Beam (VSB) with an accelerating
voltage of 50 kV, is generally used. However,
at present, it is difficult to write a pattern of 30
nm or less by the 50 kV-VSB technique. Then,
a JEOL JBX-9300FS, a 100 kV spot beam (SB)
writer, was introduced. The JBX-9300FS uses
the same platform as the JEOL JBX-9000MV
which is well-used for the fabrication of pho-
tomasks, and also incorporates an advanced

electron optical system that can focus an elec-
tron beam down to 10 nm in diameter.

In semiconductor lithography, it is necessary
to form the layer-on-layer by accurately over-
laying them. For NGL, the required overlay
accuracy is as small as 10 nm or less. In order
to perform high-accuracy mold writing that
meets this demand, it is required to eliminate
the influence of various kinds of external
noise; therefore, the JBX-9300FS is installed
in a high-precision thermal chamber with
magnetic-shield.

Hereinafter, we report the writing accuracy
of the introduced JBX-9300FS. ZEP520A
resist was used in all experiments. In the
experiments except for the CD (critical
dimension) linearity test, a quartz substrate
for photomask, which has 6 inch squares and
6.35 mm thickness, was used. As for the
experiments for the CD linearity, a silicone
(Si) wafer was used. A CD-SEM was used
for CD measurement, whereas a coordinate-
measuring apparatus with a laser interferom-
eter was used for image position measure-
ment.

The CD uniformity accuracies in a deflec-
tion field, which is usually called local CD
accuracy, are shown in Fig 1. This result
shows the measurements of respective 25
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points in both X and Y directions on a isolated
line in a deflection field whose area is 1 mm
squares and designed CD is 25 nm. As for CD
distribution, the ranges are 5.0 nm in both the
X and Y directions, and 3� values are 3.1 nm
in the X direction and 3.8 nm in the Y direc-
tion. These measurement results demonstrate
good CD distributions.

The CD uniformity accuracy in a mold, which
is usually called global CD accuracy, is shown
in Fig 2. This result shows the measurements of
30 points within an area of 30 mm � 24 mm in
Line & Space (LS) patterns with a designed CD
of 32 nm. The average value is 29.9 nm. As for
CD distribution, the range is 1.3 nm, and 3�
value is 1.2 nm. It is noted that local CD accu-
racy is mainly attributed to e-beam writer,
whereas global local CD accuracy is mainly
attributed to coating, developing and etching
process.

If an accelerating voltage is large, the
region of backscattered electrons from a sub-
strate will become as large as 30 �m or

more, resulting in a large CD error due to the
proximity effect. This effect changes with a
designed CD and the coverage factor of pat-
terns in a local area. The CD error due to the
proximity effect is evaluated by using the
designed CD dependence, which is usually
called CD linearity. This CD linearity is
shown in Fig. 3. This result shows the meas-
urements of the designed CD dependence of
three kinds of patterns for designed CD from
22 nm to 120 nm. These three kinds of pat-
terns are an isolated line (one line), LS pat-
tern (line part : space part = 1 : 3) with a cov-
erage factor of 25%, and LS pattern (line
part : space part = 1 : 1) with a coverage fac-
tor of 50%. The horizontal axis corresponds
to the designed CD and the vertical axis indi-
cates the shift amount from the designed CD.
By performing a dose correction using a
newly developed proximity-effect-correction
program, a good linearity is obtained as
small as down to 30 nm for the isolated line
and 40 nm for the LS pattern of 1 : 1. In

addition, the CD error between the isolated
line and the LS pattern of 1 : 1 is confined
within 5 nm. Moreover, optimizing relevant
parameters may be considered to further
decrease the error.

The image position accuracy in deflection
field (local position accuracy) in two kinds of
deflection field is shown in Table 1. The two
kinds of filed sizes are 1 mm squares and 500
�m squares. 3� values for 500 �m squares
are 5.3 nm in the X direction and 5.0 nm in
the Y direction, indicating a high accuracy. In
general, if the amount of deflections is
increased, a throughput will improve, but the
position accuracy will deteriorate. In this
experiment, although one-pass writing was
adopted, multiple writing will improve the
placement accuracy in general. In actual writ-
ing, the filed size and multiplicity of writing
are selected depending on the accuracy
required.

The image position accuracy in a mold area
(global position accuracy) is shown in Fig 4.
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Fig. 1  CD uniformity in a deflection field. Fig. 2 CD uniformity in a mold area.

Fig. 3 CD linearity from 22 nm to 120 nm.

Table 1  Image position accuracy in two kinds of deflection field.
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This result shows the measurements of 12
points within an area of 30 mm � 24 mm. 3�
values are 4.0 nm in the X direction and 4.0
nm in the Y direction, indicating a high accu-
racy.

As presented above, the main writing accu-
racies of the JBX-9300FS demonstrate that
sufficiently high accuracies are obtained with
the JBX-9300FS for the present mold devel-
opment for semiconductor NGL. The follow-
ing sections show the details of our mold
development status.

Development of Fine Pattern
Fabrication Process for Qz and Si
Substrates

The diagram of the mold fabrication
process flow is shown in Fig 5. A quartz or a

Half pitch 32 nm 24 nm 22 nm 20 nm 18 nm

Top-view 
SEM 

micrographs

Bird's-eye 
view 
SEM 

micrographs

Cross-section 
SEM 

micrographs

Mold

No Image

Fig. 5 Mold fabrication process flow.

Fig. 6  SEM micrographs of various pitch LS patterns after quartz etching on 6-inch square quartz substrates.

Si substrate, on which a hard mask is formed
for dry etching, is prepared; and then an
electron-beam resist film is formed by spin
coating. For the material of hard mask,
chromium (Cr) membrane is used in the case
of a quartz substrate, whereas SiO2 mem-
brane is used in the case of a Si substrate.
Using an electron-beam lithography system
(for example, the JBX-9000FS), a part to be
patterned is irradiated with an electron beam
and a resist pattern is formed after develop-
ment. A hard mask is etched using this resist
pattern as a mask, then substrate etching is
performed, and next the resist and hard mask
are removed. Finally, a master mold which
has a relief pattern on its surface is formed.
This hard mask process is developed based
on the already developed processes for alter-
nating phase shift mask in the case of quartz
substrate [2] or for stencil mask used for

electron-beam lithography in the case of Si
substrate [3]. This process is also subjected
to optimization of film thickness compatible
with a decreased pattern size. It is noted that
when the amount of etchings is small in the
case of Si wafer process, a hard mask may
not be used and Si may be directly etched
using resist layer as a mask.

Examples of LS patterns, which were fab-
ricated on quartz substrates using the JBX-
9300FS, are shown in Fig. 6 [4]. SEM
micrographs show that minimum feature size
is down to 18 nm half-pitch (hp). 

Examples of LS patterns, which were fab-
ricated on Si wafers using the same JBX-
9300FS, are shown in Fig. 7. SEM micro-
graphs also show that minimum feature size
is down to 18 nmhp. However, tilted SEM
micrographs show that some adjacent lines
are connected. This phenomenon is due to
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collapse of the resist image in the develop-
ment process.

Trial Fabrication of Nanoimprint
Mold

At present, the standard specifications for
the form factor of the mold are not deter-
mined. These specifications are different
depending on nanoimprint equipment.
Generally, a quartz mold is cut from a 6 inch
square quartz substrate and Si-mold is cut
from a Si-wafer.  

Examples of quartz molds are shown in
Fig. 8. The left-side photo shows a mold
used for nanoimprint equipment of U.S.
Molecular Imprints Inc (MII)., and it has 65
mm squares in size. Relief patterns are
formed at the center of the mold. This relief-

Half pitch 32 nm 24 nm 22 nm 20 nm 18 nm

Top-view 
SEM 

micrographs

Bird's-eye 
view 
SEM 

micrographs

Half pitch 32 nm 24 nm 22 nm

LS pattern 
or 

interconnect 
pattern

Hole array 
or 

pillar array

Magnification: 150k

29.4nm 19.8nm

Hole Hole Pillar

Item Measurement result

Line width (average) 24.5 nm

LWR（3�） 3.1 nm

Pitch (average) 44.7 nm

LER（3�） 3.5 nm

Fig. 7 SEM micrographs of various pitch LS patterns after silicone etching on 200-mm Si wafers.

Fig. 8 Photographs of the outer
shapes of quartz molds.

Fig. 9  SEM micrographs of quartz mold patterns written by the JBX-9300FS.

Fig. 10  Half-pitch 22 nm nanoimprint resist images and LER measurement result.

Quartz mold for nanoimprint equipment of
Molecular Imprints ( 65 mm � 65 mm )

Quartz mold for nanoimprint equipment
of Toshiba Machine ( 45 mm � 45 mm )

pattern area is 15 �m higher than outer sur-
faces, constructing a mesa structure. The
right-side photo shows a mold used for
nanoimprint equipment of Toshiba Machine
Co., Ltd. Its bottom surface has 45 mm
squares in size, whereas its upper surface has
40 mm squares in size, constructing a trape-
zoid. LS patterns of 100 nmhp are formed
with 35 mm square area on the upper sur-
face. Both of the two molds in Fig. 8 are cut
from 6 inch square quartz substrates after
relief patterns had been formed.

Trial fabrication of molds for the 22 nmhp
CMOS process development was performed.
Line-type and hole/pillar-array-type quartz
mold patterns of 32 nmhp, 24 nmhp and 22
nmhp, which were written by the JBX-
9300FS, are shown in Fig. 9. Also Fig. 10
shows a cross-section SEM micrograph and
a top-view SEM micrograph of 22 nmhp

nanoimprinted resist image, which was
transferred from a quartz mold using
nanoimprint equipment of MII [5]. It is seen
from the SEM micrographs that resist with a
height of 47.5 nm is formed. In addition,
LWR (Line Width Roughness) and LER
(Line Edge Roughness) values, both of
which show the pattern-edge roughness qual-
ity are respectively 3.1 nm and 3.5 nm for 3�
values, indicating a sufficiently high rough-
ness quality compared to other lithography
techniques.

In the mold pattern writing for patterned
media, it is necessary to write a concentric
circle pattern on a quartz wafer, therefore, an
electron-beam lithography system with a
rotation stage is required. We are using the
JBX-9300FS for this purpose, that is, for the
development of this mold fabrication
process. An example of LS patterns of 24
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nmhp, which were formed on a 60 mm diame-
ter area on a 6 inch diameter quartz wafer, is
shown in Fig. 11. Now, we are under opti-
mization of writing and process conditions,
aiming for forming patterns of 20 nmhp or
less.

Activities for Throughput 
Improvement

Although a 100 kV-SB electron-beam
writer is superior in resolution performance,
it has disadvantages such as decrease of
resist sensitivity due to higher acceleration
and low throughput that arises from the
increase of shot numbers by the use of a
small-size beam. To overcome these disad-
vantages, we are taking the following two
kinds of activities. 

The first activity is the development of a
new process using high resolution chemical-
ly amplified resist (CAR). The sensitivity of
ZEP520A resist at 100 kV, which has high
resolution performance, is 300 to 400
�C/cm2. This sensitivity is one magnitude
lower than that of CAR, 30 to 40 �C/cm2.
Generally, sensitivity and resolution are
tradeoff relations. Then, using the JBX-
9300FS, we are trying the introduction of the
CAR process, which has a sensitivity of
about 100 �C/cm2 and has the same resolu-
tion performance as ZEP520A. New CAR
was kindly provided by Tokyo Ohka Kogyo
Co., Ltd. Table 2 shows a summary of
experimental results. In the new CAR
process, optimization of bake temperature
and improvement of adhesive property
between a substrate and resist were per-
formed, and the results of new CAR were
compared with the results of other resists [6].
When a primer is Agent B, the new CAR
resist resolves 24 nmhp and its sensitivity is
112 �C/cm2. Although the resolution per-
formance is inferior to ZEP520A, a new
CAR demonstrates a high potential because
it has about 100 �C/cm2 sensitivity while
providing high resolution comparable to
ZEP520A. Patterned media like resist
images of the new CAR are shown in Fig.
12, whereas the results of the formation of Si
mold patterns after etching are shown in Fig.
13. The results of new CAR are compared
with the results of ZEP520A resist. The
comparison in Figs 12 and 13 shows that the
pattern shape is comparable to ZEP520A and
the sensitivity is more than 3 times improved
that of ZEP520A.

The second activity is mix writing, com-
bined with a 50 kV-VSB electron-beam
writer. There are two methods in mix writ-
ing. One is to write patterns smaller than cer-
tain size with 100 kV-SB, whereas to write
patterns larger than certain size with 50 kV-
VSB [7]. Another is to write the outline part
with 100 kV-SB, whereas to write the inside
part with 50 kV-VSB [8]. The description of
the latter method is presented in Fig. 14 (1).
Also in Fig. 14 (2) and (3), micrographs of
resist images obtained by the mix writing are
shown. The outline part was written with the
JBX-9300FS and the inside filled part was
written with a JEOL JBX-9000MVII. In
addition, Fig. 14 (4) is a tilted view SEM
micrograph taken after etching the Si sub-

E-beam resist Primer Resolution(Half Pitch) Sensitivity

ZEP520A HMDS 18 nm 340 �C/cm2

Conventional CAR HMDS 50 nm 30 �C/cm2

New-CAR HMDS 32 nm 72 �C/cm2

New-CAR Agent B 24 nm 112 �C/cm2

Resist ZEP520A New CAR
Sensitivity 360 �C/cm2 104 �C/cm2

Designed 
patterns and 

SEM 
micrographs

26 nm

24 nm

150 nm

26 nm

26 nm

Magnification: 100k

(30mm, 0)

(0, 30mm)

(0, -30mm)

Center(0, -30mm)

48 nm

48 nm 48 nm 48 nm

48 nm

Fig. 11  SEM micrograph of hp 24 nm chrome LS patterns after quartz etching on 6 inch diam-
eter circle quartz wafer.

Table 2 Summary of experimental
results.

Fig. 12  Example of formation of resist patterns for patterned media.

strate. Although the throughput improve-
ment rate depends on the kinds of the written
patterns, mix writing is considered to be an
effective technique that utilizes high position
accuracy and alignment-writing capability of
the JBX-9300FS.

Conclusion 

In preparation for the near-future nanoim-
print mold writing for semiconductor lithog-
raphy, we performed the adjustment of CD
and position accuracies of the JBX-9300FS,
and expected writing accuracies were
ensured. As a result, it became possible to
apply our technique using the JBX-9300FS
to the development of a nanoimprint mold

that contains a fine relief pattern of 30 nm or
less. More specifically, we applied our tech-
nique to the trial fabrication of the 22 nmhp
nanoimprint mold for the CMOS process
development TEG. 

Furthermore, utilizing the technique culti-
vated through this development, the mold
fabrication process for patterned media has
been developing. We are planning to apply
this technique to trial mold fabrication for
optical or bio devices, which will be promis-
ing application fields of nanoimprint in the
future.

The biggest present challenge is low
throughput. Although we reported, in this
paper, on our activities to improve through-
put, we have to recognize that these activities
are not enough. In order to apply our nanoim-
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E-beam resist Resist image Silicon mold
Dose condition

ZEP520A

350 �C/cm2

New-CAR

100 �C/cm2

Measurement area
including 10 � 10
holes

D : 22.8 nm
3� : 2.5 nm

D : 19.9 nm
3� : 1.6 nm

50 nm 50 nm

50 nm50 nm

D: diameter

36 nm

116 nm

Original pattern Outline pattern Inside pattern

(1) Description of data separation for the outline part and inside filled part

(4) Bird's-eye view SEM micrograph after substrate etching

(2) Resist image when only the outline
part is written with the JBX-9300FS

(3) Resist image when overlay writing is

performed with the JBX-9000MVII

print mold technique to full-scale production,
it is necessary to achieve higher throughput
for a 100 kV-SB and to improve resolution
performance of a 50 kV-VSB electron-beam
writer.
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The Power of STEM 
Cs corrected Microscope

Atomic Resolution Analytical Microscope

JEM-ARM200F

The JEM-ARM200F is a 200 kV atomic resolu-
tion analytical microscope, equipped with a
STEM Cs corrector and is capable of atomic
level analysis. Improved mechanical and electri-
cal stabilities  enable us to perform excellent
microscopy and  analysis at the highest-level
resolution. 
The JEM-ARM200F achieves a resolution of
0.08 nm in HAADF-STEM (high-angle annular
dark-filed scanning transmission electron
microscopy) mode. This is an ultimately high
resolution, offering a breakthrough for practical
use in nano-research.

78 pm real imaging by HAADF method  (Pico meter order microscopy)

Acc vol:200kV
Specimen: Si (112)single crystal

RAW data

Intensity profile from rectangle area
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Highly stable microscope column and base frame
To enable ultimate-resolution observation and analysis, the col-
umn and base frame, which are the core elements of the TEM,
have been reinforced for higher stability. That is, the diameter of
the column has been increased to improve its mechanical and ther-
mal stability, whereas the base frame has been designed to the
optimum geometry to support the robust column. Furthermore,
magnetic and heat-insulation shields are optimally placed on the
column, reducing the influence of external disturbance.

Accelerating voltage stability and objective lens current stability
Accelerating voltage stability and objective-lens current stability
have been improved, down to 1/2 compared to the conventional
one. Thus, the JEM-ARM200F enables higher resolution imaging
due to improved stability of not only the column and base frame
but also accelerating voltage and objective-lens current.

Built-in standard spherical aberration (Cs) corrector
The JEM-ARM200F is equipped with a STEM Cs corrector as a
standard configuration. Adding special-purpose components to the
column enables a TEM Cs corrector to also be installed.
In the standard configuration with a STEM Cs corrector, the JEM-
ARM200F can focus an electron beam (probe) to an extremely small
probe size, enabling STEM imaging, EDS* analysis and EELS*
analysis to all be performed with a probe down to 0.1 nm or less. In
addition, the JEM-ARM200F can increase the probe current, allow-
ing for enhanced analysis with a higher signal-to-noise ratio.
In another configuration with a TEM Cs corrector added, the JEM-
ARM200F provides ultimately high resolution TEM imaging.

HR-Elemental identification by EELS (Atomic column by column EELS map)

RGB mapHAADF signal (acquired simultaneously)

Sr-M map O-K mapTi-L map

Variable condenser lens aperture
A condenser lens aperture has variable eight kinds of diameters
(holes). Selecting appropriate diameters, according to purposes such as
TEM imaging, STEM imaging, EDS analysis and nano-beam analysis,
enables observation and analysis under the optimum conditions.

Specimen anti-contamination device (ACD)
The ACD has been improved to more suppress specimen contamina-
tion that adversely affects high-resolution imaging and analysis. That
is, the volume of the cooling tank for the cold trap has been increased.
This improvement keeps the surroundings of the specimen clean for a
long time.

Scanning transmission image observation
The JEM-ARM200F simultaneously acquires bright-field (BF) and
dark-field (DF) scanning transmission (STEM) images. A new image-
detection chamber enables a STEM image aperture to be inserted
between the BF STEM detector and the DF STEM detector. Thus,
both the BF and DF images can be obtained at the same time under the
optimum optical conditions.
Furthermore, adding the optional backscattered electron detector and
optional dark field detector make it possible for the JEM-ARM200F to
simultaneously obtain four images: high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) image, low-angle dark-filed (LAADF) image, BF image
and backscattered electron image.

*: EDS and EELS are optional.

Features
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The JXA-8530F is a new Field Emission Electron Probe
Microanalyzer (FE-EPMA). EPMA is an instrument for non-
destructive analyses using various signals generated from
specimens. As analytical results, a lot of information such as
constituent elements, concentrations, element distribution, sur-
face morphology and mean atomic number in micro to macro
areas can be obtained.
The JXA-8530F, an upgraded FE-EPMA, incorporates a
Schottky field-emission electron gun that enables analysis of
0.1 �m order. Furthermore, this FE-EPMA acts as a powerful
WD/ED combined system. That is, the JXA-8530F accommo-
dates up to five wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectrometers
(WDS) and an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS). WDS is
effective for accurate element analysis, and EDS is advanta-
geous to simultaneous multiple elemental analysis. Also, its
user-friendly PC-based operation achieves integrated control
of the basic units such as the WDS, EDS, electron optical sys-
tem (EOS) and specimen stage, and facilitates analyses of var-
ious acquisition data.
Thus, this revolutionized FE-EPMA provides high-accuracy
element analysis in a wide range of fields, including inspection
or research of metals, materials, chemistry and geology.

Field Emission Electron Probe Microanalyzer

JXA-8530F

X-ray maps of Y in sintered material (AIN).
The images are enlargements of the maps that were collected using a FE electron gun and a LaB6 electron gun.
The accelerating voltage and probe current are the same as in the maps. The high-brightness FE electron gun can detect Y distributed of
small areas in grain boundaries with high intensity.

Particle of TiCN in steel.

Line profile 12kV, 100nA 12kV, 100nA
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Gas Chromatograph Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

JMS-T100GCV

Scanning Probe Microscope

JSPM-5410
The JSPM-5410, a renewal of JEOL environmental conventional
SPM, is a high-end SPM that successfully employs modern control
theory for high speed scanning up to 20 times faster than usual scan-
ning.
Also, the JSPM-5410 can be used in various environments such as
air, vacuum, controlled atmospheres and liquid. The sample heating
and cooling are also enabled under various environments.
The JSPM-5410 has major operation modes as standard functions
and it is easy to add on various operation modes.

Features
● Rapid scanning up to 20 times faster than usual scanning.

● High resolution. Horizontal 0.1 nm, Vertical 0.02 nm

● Built-in non-contact mode enabling high resolution with no damage
to imaging

● Multiple environmental observation in the air, vacuum and fluid

● Sample heating and cooling

● New designed sophisticated user interface

The JMS-T100GCV is a fully automatic Gas Chromatograph
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (GC-TOFMS). This high-end
spectrometer, designed based on a reflectron TOFMS, allows for
high-sensitivity measurement comparable to SIM analysis with
high-resolution mass chromatogram, as well as accurate mass
measurement of trace components, thus satisfying any needs in
GC-MS analyses. 
The EI (Electron Ionization) ion source is provided as standard,
and various other ion sources such as a CI (Chemical Ionization)
ion source, an FD/FI (Field Desorption/Field Ionization) ion
source and EI/FI/FD (combined ion source of Electron Ionization
and Field Ionization/Field Desorption) are available as optional
accessories.
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